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ABSTRACT

E lectronic Sensors have been around for decades. With the miniaturization of

electronic circuits and large scale integration, it has become possible to combine

the sensors with the digital circuitry to fabricate devices of small size. Such devices

with combined sensing, processing and communicating capabilities are known as

sensor nodes. These sensor nodes have a huge number of applications scaling

from home automation, health care, agriculture, disaster management and military

applications to industrial automation and control. Many of these applications

require real-time data propagation. Health care to industrial control are the areas

where these sensor nodes find their applications. The basic requirement of real-

time applications is that data sensing, processing, communication and response

generation must be accomplished within a certain time limit.

In this regard, the IEEE 802.15.4 standard has become defacto standard for

low rate WPAN for wireless sensor networks. The contention free period of the

beacon enabled mode of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard makes the IEEE 802.15.4

standard widely acceptable (due to its real-time communication support) for

industrial control applications. The said mode requires that nodes are arranged

in a star topology to form a cluster with a cluster head. The cluster head reserves

bandwidth for each node of the cluster, where sensing event is expected to occur.

In case of periodic events, the advanced knowledge is available in the form of time

of occurrence, period, execution time and deadline of the occurred period event.

This knowledge makes the offline bandwidth planning relatively easy. In case of

sporadic events, however, the time of occurrence of sporadic events is not known

before the occurrence of sporadic event. Therefore it is difficult to plan bandwidth

for sporadic events offline.



Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) find applications in the industrial automation

where periodic and sporadic events occur. The combined propagation of informa-

tion generated by periodic and sporadic events from a sensor node to an actuator

node is challenging due to the random nature of sporadic events, particularly if

missing the deadlines is disastrous. The IEEE 802.15.4 standard provides the basis

for a real-time communication mechanism between neighboring nodes of the WSN

at the Media Access Control layer. However, the standard does not address real-

time communications over multiple hops. To support the industrial applications

with real-time requirements, this work proposes an offline bandwidth estimation

technique and two novel on-line control protocols, which exploit the basis provided

by the IEEE 802.15.4 standard for on-line bandwidth allocation for sporadic data

propagation. A control protocol is also proposed which ensures that a given off-line

sporadic schedule can be adapted on-line in a timely manner such that the static

periodic schedule has not been disturbed and the IEEE 802.15.4 standard compli-

ance remains intact. The proposed protocol is simulated in Opnet. The simulation

results are collected in the form of time stamps of activities occurring at different

nodes of the network. The compliance of the information is discussed to prove the

correctness of the proposed protocol regarding efficient real-time sporadic event

delivery along with the periodic events. Moreover, efficient energy dissipation is

also discussed after collecting the energy dissipation, and presenting it in the form

of bar graphs and analyzing these graphs.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) and its Ap-

plications

The WSN is a network of small sized nodes with sensing, computing and com-

municating capabilities or the combinations of these capabilities. The topology

of the network can either be random or infrastructure based, as per the require-

ments of the field to be monitored or controlled. The sensors collect information,

process this information, and/or transmit unprocessed information to other nodes

en-route the destination. The destination of information can be a single or multi-

ple nodes which depends on the application requirement. The size of WSN nodes

is usually small and therefore its adaptation for use, in variety of environments, is

tremendous. The presence of WSNs is therefore increasing in all fields of human

interest. Military, environment, health, home and industry etc., are to name a few

areas where WSNs can be applied very effectively [1]. Some of the applications of

WSN are described below.

1.1.1 Environmental Applications

These are the applications in which actuation is automated based on the informa-

tion sensed by the sensors deployed in the environment. These applications in-

clude monitoring for emergency situations like flood [2, 3], volcanic eruptions [4, 5],

earthquake [6, 7], fire detection system [8, 9], etc. The applications also include

usual environment monitoring and actuation like precision agriculture [10, 11] and

indoor air quality monitoring [12]. Some of these applications, like fire detec-

tion require hard real-time whereas others, like precision agriculture require soft

real-time actuation. WSN is best suited for such applications.

2



Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1.2 Industrial Applications

The automation of industry is dependent on the provision of intelligence and con-

trol of industrial processes based on the triggers generated by analysis of the sensed

information. The sensed information is generated by the sensors fixed at positions

of interest at various stages of the industrial process. Wireless sensors are of spe-

cial interest because laying of cables is difficult and costly in such environments, as

shown in [13] and [14]. The examples include, oil and gas industry automation as

disucssed in [15] and [16], weaving industry as shown in [17], and pulp and paper

industry as in [18, 19, 20].

1.1.3 Military Applications

Military applications can make use of WSNs during the war to collect information

from the battlefield for control and decision making. The WSN nodes being small

in size are easy to deploy randomly. These nodes have the capability to form

adhoc network. Therefore, such networks are suitable for war fields and other such

applications where human intervention is difficult. Similarly many techniques for

energy conservation and/or energy harvesting have been and are being developed

to ensure a continuous operation of such networks. In [21], Durisic et al. have

identified following military oriented sensing applications:

• Self-healing land mines

• Aerostat acoustic payload for transient detection

• Soldier detection and tracking

• Low-cost acoustic sensors for littoral anti-submarine warfare

• Early attack reaction sensor - a man-wearable gunshot

• Sniper detection and localization

• Time difference of arrival blast localization using a network of disposable

sensors

• Perimeter protection

3



Chapter 1. Introduction

• Chemical, biological, and explosive vapor detection with micro cantilever

array sensors

• A low-cost remote chemical sensor for Endurance unmanned aerial vehicle

(E-UAV) platforms

• Novel optical sensor system for missile canisters continuous monitoring

• Inertial Navigation System

• Acoustic threatening sound recognition system

1.1.4 Healthcare Applications

The human body generates a number of sporadic events (SEs). The observation of

human health depends on the normality of related events. Healthcare applications

require that in case a threshold is crossed, a central station may be notified of the

event so that a quick remedial action may be taken. Recording of the event and

its arrival at a central station is a time critical event and missing the deadline may

be life threatening in certain cases since the remedial action is deadline oriented

in certain circumstances. As shown by Amenian et al. [22], a system of wireless

sensors have been proposed in which vital signals from patients in a hospital are

sensed, analyzed and relayed to a central station. At this central station, the

received information is presented to the physicians for timely responses.

The survey paper by Alemdar et al. [23] studies various types of networks which

play an important role in healthcare applications in combination with WSN. It

studies various properties of the WSN desirable for healthcare applications. These

properties include security, privacy, reliability etc. It gives the comparison of

various technologies used for “Activities of daily living monitoring”, “Fall and

movement detection”, “Location tracking”, “Medication intake monitoring”, and

“ Medical status monitoring”. One application of assisting elderly patient suffering

from dementia by the use of WSN is given in [24, 25].

4



Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1.5 Home Automation/Security Applications

The automation, security and energy conservation of home and offices requires that

related events be sensed and the information be propagated to a central location.

At the central location the received information is analyzed and actuation decisions

are taken to minimize energy dissipation and provide better security. Such events

include underground and roof top water level control. The energy control provides

efficient use of lights, heat, air conditioning, geyser and un-interruptible power

supply charging etc. Fire and smoke detection, intrusion detection, access control

are also the requirements of home security applications. Many of the requirements

of home automation applications are discussed in [26] [27], [28], and [29].

1.2 Real-Time Applications and Sporadic Tasks

There is a large number of applications of WSN which require real-time responses,

as discussed in previous sections. Table 1.1, taken from [30], shows a few exam-

ples of applications requiring real-time data transmission using sensor nodes. The

description column of Table 1.1 gives a brief overview of events having real-time re-

quirements. The real-time requirements of WSN come from the need of in-time

actuation after the occurrence of a particular event. In almost every field of life,

where WSNs can be applied, there are events requiring in-time information propa-

gation for actuation decisions. As an example of health care applications [31, 32],

a patient of diabetes can be monitored using sensor nodes. Automated control of

proper quantity of insulin requires sensing of the sugar level, propagation of the

sensed sugar level to a central node in real-time , where the alarming situation

can be analyzed and remedial actions can be taken[33].

Similarly, the fall detection application (used to detect the fall of a patient from

his bed etc.) also requires urgent information propagation to a central station

where alarm is generated [34]. The data associated with the events (such as fall

5



Chapter 1. Introduction

Table 1.1: Examples of Sensor Applications

Type Description

Condition
Monitoring

Pressure monitoring in instrumented valves simplifying control
and avoiding losses. Pressure monitoring in pipes. Oil pressure
monitoring in hydraulic equipment. Temperature monitoring
inside industrial furnaces. Condition-based preventive
maintenance of production equipment. Temperature and stress
monitoring on industrial equipment (moving or rotating like
mixers). Fluid level, pressure and quality control. Temperature
monitoring in chemical containers, dryers. Temperature and stress
monitoring in blenders, mixers control and avoiding losses.

Process Control

Oven temperature monitoring in food industry, wireless food
probes. Temperature monitoring during dehydratation,
lyophilization, freeze-dry processes. Real-Time surveillance
(temperature and stress measurements) of moving carriers, critical
assembly line points, to achieve precise measurements required for
quality control. Temperature monitoring inside kilns, autoclaves,
sterilization chambers. Molding process improvements with
precise temperature and pressure monitoring. Improved quality
management and process understanding due to complete
measurement chains. Process control in sterilization processes &
environment (pharmaceutical, cosmetics)

Structural
Health
Monitoring

Load and stress monitoring of logistic platform structures. Stress
monitoring of critical pipes and containers . Overload detection
and hydraulic level monitoring on lifting systems. Pressure and
temperature measurements in heating, cooling, ventilation systems

Precision
Metrology

Precise temperature monitoring of goods without laying cables.
Wireless metrology equipment. Pollution assessment

Environment
Monitoring

Waste and loss (raw material, energy) minimization, Industrial
waste water treatment compressors

of a patient) must arrive a central location before specified deadline so that it

can be analyzed, control commands can be generated and/or actuation decisions

be taken for fall protection. The event data may have to cross multiple hops to

reach the destination (the central location). As a simple example of industrial

automation [35], the detection of a contaminated food product on a conveyor belt

and the actuation of a robotic arm to remove the product require a hard real-

time response.
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The nodes in WSN have varying capabilities. Some of the nodes are Reduced Func-

tion Devices (RFD) while others are Fully Functional Devices (FFD). RFDs can

sense information whereas FFDs can act as forwarders for the neighboring nodes

in addition to sensing capabilities. Additionally the network topology in WSN

can be adhoc or infrastructure based. The adhoc topology is the only possibility

for applications like war field where it is impossible to plan and lay down an in-

frastructure based network. On the other hand, infrastructure based topology has

its importance in such applications as industrial process control. Whatever is the

topology, multi-hop communication makes the propagation from sensor (source)

to destination (sink), possible. To ensure that data reach a multi-hop away desti-

nation in a timely manner, it is necessary that data must be propagated at each

hop according to a predetermined time schedule. The schedule determination is

a complex job and is a hot area of research. MAC protocols such as [36], and

routing protocols such as [37] support real-time data communication in WSN.

1.2.1 Real-Time Events

In this section the real-time events and their types based on the deadline require-

ments, time of occurrence, and frequency of occurrence are discussed. Additionally

the required network topology, its routing requirements and the estimation and

reservation of wireless bandwidth required to meet the dead-line oriented data

propagation will also be discussed.

1.2.1.1 Deadline Strictness of Events

The real-time events can be broadly divided into two types: i) Soft real-time events

and ii) Hard real-time events. The soft and hard real-time events require urgent

response. For example, the fall of moisture level below a certain threshold in the

soil is an event which requires water level to be increased to the desired level

urgently. However, the urgency is not so disastrous that it will destroy the crops
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instantaneously. It means that the deadline is flexible and delay in meeting the

deadline is affordable. Therefore, in an agricultural field, the fall of moisture level

below a certain threshold is a soft real-time event since there is no associated short

deadline.

On the other hand, there are hard real-time applications. For example, in a factory

with automatic assembly line, the detection of a faulty product and its removal

from the conveyor belt requires a robotic arm to be activated precisely in-time,

or otherwise the faulty product may be packed and a good one may be removed.

This is disastrous. Therefore, the detection of a faulty food product may be a

hard real-time event. Regarding work in this research, it is concerned with the

hard real-time events.

1.2.1.2 Time of Occurrence of Events

Sensory information in the industries is generated by “two” types of events [38, 39]:

(a) time triggered or periodic events (PEs), and (b) sporadic events (SEs). Com-

munication tasks are used for the propagation of sensory information. Periodic

tasks are used to propagate sensory information caused by PEs. PEs are usually

generated in mechanical industries due to repeated activities. These might also be

generated due to periodic sampling of information. PEs are usually predictable.

Therefore, the periods and the execution times of the periodic tasks can be esti-

mated and schedules for such tasks can be generated offline. SEs are random and

unpredictable. These events usually require urgent attention. It is challenging to

handle SEs because the time of occurrence of such events is unknown. Moreover,

scheduling sporadic tasks along with periodic tasks requires an on-line modifica-

tion of the pre-determined schedule of periodic tasks. The schedule modification

is computationally infeasible. Totally random and unpredictable events are, there-

fore, extremely difficult to handle optimally.
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1.2.1.3 Routing in WSN

Routing is also of great importance and quiet a number of papers can be seen in

literature [40, 41]. The selection of routing protocols is dependent on whether the

network is infrastructure based or adhoc. The WSN is versatile in its application

areas. Therefore both the adhoc or infrastructure based network topologies are

possible. Additionally, the mobility of nodes (source node or the sink node) also

effects the selection of routing protocol. For this research work, industrial appli-

cations of the WSN are targetted. The nodes in the industrial application are

considered to be infrastructure based. The topology can be designed offline as per

the requirements of the industry.

If there is a single sink for all of the events, then the routing is relatively simple.

However, if destination of each SE is distinct, routing decisions become compli-

cated. The scarce resources of WSN (energy, processing power and memory)

complicate the design of the routing protocol. In the industrial setup, the desti-

nation of the sporadic information can be a control room based resourceful node.

The network can be deployed in a tree topology with the sink at the root of the

tree. The sink is the resourceful node where the critical decisions based on the

information from PEs and SEs can be made. Therefore, all of the sensing nodes

in the network must send information sensed from PEs and SEs that they sense

themselves and/or receive from their child nodes, towards the root of the tree.

On the other hand there can be a different sink for each sensed information.

This requirement (which poses an entirely different routing problem) complicates

routing and thus the control protocol design. Due to hard real-time requirements

of sporadic tasks and the distributed nature of the WSN, routing poses significant

difficulty in the design of routing protocol, particularly if the nodes are scarce in

memory, as is the case with WSN. The requirement that static schedules of periodic

tasks must be preserved during the dynamic resource allocation for sporadic tasks

adds to this difficulty.
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1.2.1.4 Estimation of Bandwidth and Bandwidth Reservation

In regard to bandwidth estimation and reservation, work can be done in two

directions. First is the generation of real-time distributed bandwidth allocation

schedule, which is performed off-line and is based on the knowledge of source and

destination of the data and the periodicity of PEs or the maximum frequency of

the SEs. Second is the allocation of resources according to the bandwidth schedule

(calculated off-line) for real-time data transmission. For PEs, the problem scope

is limited to the bandwidth allocation before network convergence. However, SEs

require a real-time control protocol which can be used to adapt the generated

schedule in a distributed environment, such as a WSN, reactively at the occurrence

of SE within an existing periodic schedule.

For this study an industrial environment was considered, where the sensor nodes

were fixed at pre-determined positions, sensed various events and propagated in-

formation to other nodes for real-time actuation decisions. If the actuation nodes

are multi-hop away, data propagation may be across multiple clusters, requir-

ing real-time communication tasks on each of the intervening nodes. Distributed

scheduling of such tasks is a complex undertaking as it involves multiple sensing

and communicating nodes.

1.2.2 Types of Real-Time Applications

The real-time applications have certain deadlines for accomplishing a task. The

real-time communication requires that the data being propagated must reach the

desired multi-hop away sink before a certain deadline, [42]. Depending on the

strictness of the deadline the applications in the WSN can be divided into different

types. The soft real-time applications have deadlines to meet, but missing the

deadlines is not very disastrous. On the other hand in hard deadline, the timing

requirements are very strict. The hard real-time applications are categorized by
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the release time and period of the events these applications are supposed to handle.

Figure 1.1 shows various real-time application classes.

Non Realtime

Soft Realtime
Hard Realtime

Periodic
Aperiodic

Sporadic
b

b

b
b

Figure 1.1: Classification of Real-Time Applications

Periodic Applications The periodic applications handle (in terms of computa-

tion and communication) the information related to PEs. The periodic events are

generated periodically and are predictable. Such events have known parameters

such as time of occurrence, period and associated deadline. Due to this a priori

knowledge, the offline scheduling of tasks required to propagate the associated

data are relatively easy.

Sporadic Applications The SEs are random in nature. The parameters such

as time of occurrence and period are not known. Therefore a reactive approach

must be adapted to initiate tasks required to handle such events. The hardness

of deadlines adds to the complexity of the design of such a system. Usually the

events associated with the industrial automation require hard real-time tasks for

their handling. Sporadic applications handle (compute and propagate) information

due to the events that have random time of occurrence but have hard deadlines. If

the applications involve data propagation from one node to another, the efficiency

of underlying MAC layer and thus the careful design of MAC layer becomes very

important. If the maximum data propagation time between two neighbors can be

guaranteed at the MAC layer, only then it is possible to design applications that

can meet the end-to-end deadlines.

Aperiodic Applications The aperiodic applications deal with aperiodic events.

Such events, have either soft deadline or no deadline [43]. Such applications and
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events are out of scope of this research and will not be discussed further.

1.2.3 Sporadic Events and Sporadic Tasks

In the industrial applications sensor nodes can be installed at numerous appro-

priate locations of interest throughout the industry. Data related to events are

collected by these sensor nodes and are to be propagated to a central control

location where the collected information is analyzed and actuation control com-

mands are issued to regulate and synchronize the working of industry. To reach

the control location, the sensed data have to cross many hops in transit. The WSN

nodes play an important role in industrial automation since the WSN nodes have

capability to sense as well as to propagate information. In the micro-processor

scheduling, the execution of a set of instructions to process information is termed

as a task, [43]. In this dissertation, the communication activity required to propa-

gate information from one node to another is termed as a ’task’. The time reserved

for the transmission activity for propagation of information, created due to SE,

will be termed as sporadic task and the one due to PE as the periodic task.

Research is underway to achieve real-time data propagation crossing multiple hops.

A number of protocols at different communication layers have been proposed (as

will be discussed in the forthcoming chapters) to ensure end-to-end deadline. At

the MAC layer, the real-time protocols ensure real-time single hop communication

between two directly communicating neighbors. The application tasks running on

top of the MAC layer protocol exploit this underlying real-time communication

facility to extend it to achieve multi-hop data delivery. To achieve the deadline

oriented data propagation, the said tasks must be provided with a schedule of

bandwidth on all the intervening nodes such that while traversing different nodes,

data reaches the destination on or before deadline. The periodic tasks can be

scheduled offline with the help of known event parameters, i.e., time of occurrence,
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period, execution time and deadline. The parameters of generated schedule are

embedded into the individual nodes before deployment or during convergence.

The first factor which makes the offline schedule generation challenging in spo-

radic tasks, is lack of beforehand knowledge of SE parameters. The exact time

of occurrence and re-occurrence of SE is unknown. The second most important

factor hindering the handling of sporadic tasks is on-line schedule propagation and

its adaptation. The first challenge is handled by the researchers by finding that

although SEs are not periodic in nature but there is usually a lower limit on the

time between two consecutive occurrences of such events. The SEs, therefore, have

known maximum occurrence frequency. On the basis of this parameter worst case

bandwidth estimation of each node is possible.

The IEEE 802.15.4 standard supports real-time communication at the MAC layer.

People have extended this support by designing upper layers of applications to

achieve multi-hop communication. One such scheme is [44].

1.3 The Real-time Support in the IEEE 802.15.4

Standard

The MAC protocol proposed by the IEEE 802.15.4 standard , [45], supports best

effort as well as real-time data propagation support for low power devices. The

IEEE 802.15.4 standard supports two modes of operations: beacon-less mode

which supports the best effort services where media access is through contention

using CSMA/CA and the beacon-enabled mode which supports both the best

effort services and real-time services using CSMA/CA and TDMA respectively.

The time guaranteed service of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard is for communica-

tion between directly communicating nodes. For the multi-hop away nodes, other

higher layer communication protocols have been proposed on the top of the IEEE
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802.15.4 standard MAC. However, most of these protocols, [44, 46, 47], support

PE propagation across multi-hop away destinations with time guarantees.

With the invent of such schemes, it is therefore possible for two nodes which are

multiple hops away to communicate with real-time guarantees using the IEEE

802.15.4 standard . Such schemes are possible only if sufficient information about

the events, to be scheduled, is available. The information includes the time of

occurrence of event, repetition rate, quantity of information generated by the

event, and the deadline. The absence of such information for SEs makes the

scheduling of sporadic tasks difficult.

1.3.1 The IEEE 802.15.4 Standard and Sporadic Task Schedul-

ing

The IEEE 802.15.4 standard provides basis for hard real-time communication

through the provision of its beacon enabled mode of operation which provides

guaranteed time slots allocation mechanism. With the help of known parame-

ters for PEs and a known network topology, it is possible to estimate bandwidth

requirements at various nodes and then to allocate the bandwidth to make the

timely delivery of the information possible. By arranging the network nodes in a

hierarchical order and with the knowledge about the PEs, routing and thus real-

time communication between two multi-hop away nodes of the network is possible.

For SEs, the calculation of such an offline schedule is exactly not possible due to

the absence of following two pieces of information. Firstly, due to the sporadic

nature of the SEs, the time of occurrence and re-occurrence of SEs is not known

since these events are not periodic. Secondly, the calculation of schedule (on-line

scheduling at the occurrence of SE) is not feasible due to limited energy, memory,

and processing power of the sensor nodes. The deadline of real-time events is also

a limiting factor.
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The micro-processor scheduling research community has worked to find techniques

to schedule sporadic tasks. The scheduling of SEs in WSN poses problems which

resemble the micro-processor scheduling. Solutions of those scheduling problems

have been proposed using combined offline and on-line scheduling of distributed

tasks in the wireless sensor nodes for the propagation of SEs using the IEEE

802.15.4 standard .

1.4 Statement of the Problem

The real-time data communication requires deadline oriented data propagation

from the sensor node to the sink node. The real-time data are generated by

SEs and PEs. SEs have unknown arrival times, but known maximum arrival

frequencies [13]. In an industrial setup, in addition to PEs, SEs are expected to

occur. These events generate periodic and sporadic information which is either be

transmitted to a common sink node or to the distributed sink nodes. Sink is a node

where control decisions are taken. The IEEE 802.15.4 standard has been used for

periodic communication towards a sink across multiple hops. Investigation of the

scheduling of tasks must be done for communication of sporadic along with periodic

data through WSN using the IEEE 802.15.4 standard . This will enable the use

of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard to carry sporadic and periodic data to a desired

destination. The ability will be useful for a large number of WSN based real-time

applications. The validity of the techniques will be proved through an analysis of

time stamps of activities showing the deadline oriented data transmission for SEs

and PEs using the Opnet simulator.

1.5 Approach to Scheduling of Sporadic Tasks

For scheduling of SEs, micro-processor researchers community has proposed to

generate schedule of equivalent PEs. This is done by assuming the maximum
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occurrence frequency of the SEs as periods of the equivalent PEs. The result of this

assumptions is the guarantee that estimation of bandwidth requirement is possible.

Although this is an over-estimation of bandwidth but it makes the bandwidth

estimation, allocation and propagation of SE data, possible. This approach has

been applied to generate the bandwidth schedule for SE information propagation

in WSNs. The approach is applied to use the IEEE 802.15.4 standard for SE

information propagation.

No research has been found which addresses the scheduling of sporadic tasks within

an existing periodic schedule in WSNs using the IEEE 802.15.4 standard for end-

to-end sporadic packet delivery. The problem of sporadic tasks scheduling is solved

in two steps as given below:

Sporadic Events Destined to Root Node Once the schedule of events is

generated by the offline scheduler, an on-line test is required. This test is performed

at the time of occurrence of SE, to decide whether a commitment can be given

that the event data will reach the destination on or before the deadline. If the

test results in positive, event is accepted (commitment is given) and otherwise it

is rejected. If the real-time data are destined to root node of the cluster tree,

routing is relatively easy since each node is already forwarding data to its parent

node and it ultimately reaches the root. Therefore, to keep the matters simple,

root oriented data are initially considered for the research. Additionally, this is

a realistic assumption since in industrial environment, an FFD can be placed in

the control room to collect sensed data from WSN about the events and actuation

decisions can be made with the help of collected information.

Sporadic Events Destined to Any Node When data are destined for the

root node, routing decisions are simple. However for any-to-any data propagation,

routing is relatively complex. The hierarchical node addressing scheme adapted

by the IEEE 802.15.4 standard , simplifies this decision making and the control
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protocol must be aware of this fact. The data packets move from one cluster to

another depending upon their destination. The next hop at each node is decided

by the network layer on the basis of the destination address of data packet. Ad-

ditionally the propagation of resource reservation information is done through the

periodic beacon frames.

In this respect, the contributions of this research are enumerated in the following

section and are described in the forthcoming chapters.

1.6 Contributions

1. Off-line Scheduling Using the IEEE 802.15.4 standard and arranging the

nodes in a cluster tree topology, the offline scheduling for PEs results in the

generation of schedule of bandwidth such that data related to PEs can be

carried to the destination before the deadline. In order to accommodate the

PEs also, sufficient bandwidth in the form of spare capacity (SC), is preserved

during the offline schedule generation. To do that it is suggested to consider

SEs also as PEs and take the maximum frequency of the SEs as the period

of the proxy periodic tasks. The schedule of bandwidth thus generated, has

enough SC to carry the SE data to the destination within deadline. In the

absence of any SE this SC remains part of the contention period and can be

utilized to improve the quality of best effort service provided by the IEEE

802.15.4 standard .

2. On-line Scheduling and Acceptability Test The offline scheduler gen-

erates the schedule of communication tasks. It also generates additional

information in the form of laxity for the sporadic tasks. With the offline

schedule of PEs network starts and converges, and the periodic events start

to propagate according to the schedule. During run-time the SEs occur and

it is to be decided whether the associated sporadic data can be propagated
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to the desired destination in-time or not. For this purpose it is proposed

that an on-line scheduler performs an acceptability test. This test is per-

formed on the basis of time of occurrence of the SE and the related laxity

(which is calculated as a part of the offline scheduling) and determines the

acceptability of the event.

3. Bandwidth Adjustment The convergence of network results in the alloca-

tion of bandwidth slots to different nodes for which offline schedule was gen-

erated. The periodic communication results in the in-time delivery of data

to respective destination. At the occurrence of SE and after its acceptance

by the on-line acceptability test, the bandwidth is to be instantaneously al-

located to accommodate the sporadic data. This allocation takes the time

out of the contention period. Immediately after the sporadic data are prop-

agated, the bandwidth is de-allocated and returned back to the contention

period.

In the IEEE 802.15.4 standard , the dynamic (de)allocation of bandwidth

for SEs effects the schedule of PEs. The dynamic bandwidth (de)allocation

mechanism is proposed so that the acceptance of SEs and the resultant

changes in the task schedules does not disturb the deadline of PEs.

4. Control Protocol for Any-to-Any Sporadic Information Propaga-

tion When SE is accepted, it needs to traverse multiple clusters to reach

the destination. The sporadic data can reach the destination in-time only

if the bandwidth is allocated on each cluster as per the schedule calculated

during offline schedule. For dynamic allocation of bandwidth on each clus-

ter, a control protocol is required which can make the in-time (de)allocation

of bandwidth, on each intervening cluster, possible. Such a protocol, known

as CPAGA, has been proposed and implemented. In addition to bandwidth

(de)allocation, it provides intelligence through inter layer primitives for con-

sulting the network layer regarding dynamic routing.
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5. Proposal for the IEEE 802.15.4 standard compliant data struc-

ture for the implementation of the protocols The proposal for the

modifications in the IEEE 802.15.4 standard data structures without dis-

turbing the backward compliance with the IEEE 802.15.4 standard is an-

other very important contribution of this research. The compliance makes

inter-operability with the IEEE 802.15.4 standard possible.

The rest of the document is organized as follows. Chapter 2 is about the

work related to the real-time scheduling for micro-processors or WSNs. DIID

and acceptance test are proposed in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 describes the

CPAGA protocol. In Chapter 5 the proposed protocols have been tested

using the Opnet simulator, and the simulation traces have been collected

and analyzed to verify the proposal. Chapter 6 concludes the work and

gives future directions for further work in the related area.

1.7 Summary

In this chapter various environments where WSNs can be applied have been intro-

duced. The industrial environment is the target of this research. This is the envi-

ronment where WSN can be used to propagate the information to other locations

for analysis and control. The Figure 3.1 represents one such example. People have

come up with solutions to various WSN protocols for industry. In this research

the mechanism for designing WSN based network for hard real-time data commu-

nication for the industrial environment have been proposed and implemented.
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The random events (and the related tasks, see 1.2.3) are difficult to schedule. How-

ever, as defined by Isovic et al. [48], sporadic tasks are “the tasks that can arrive

at the system at arbitrary points in time, but with defined minimum inter-arrival

times between “two” consecutive invocations. A sporadic task Ts is characterized by

its relative deadline, minimum inter-arrival time, and worst case execution time”.

With the help of these parameters, the problem of finding a schedule of sporadic

tasks along with periodic tasks becomes possible. Allocating resources for PEs

proactively is useful because such events are to occur regularly. However, such a

strategy is wasteful for SEs because SEs are not regular.

The connectivity with the wireless channel is provided through the physical layer.

MAC is the control part of the physical layer. It is used to control how channel

is accessed for the exchange of information among the wireless nodes. The higher

layers of wireless protocol stack make use of the facilities provided by the under-

lying MAC. Since the applications of WSN are widespread with widely varying

application requirements, many MAC layer protocols have been proposed to ful-

fill the application requirements. In the following sections, an overview of some

important MAC layer protocols with different capabilities have been given.

2.1 MAC Protocols for WSN

The energy source for a sensor node is a small battery and the node has to survive

on this limited battery power even for months and therefore energy efficiency is

of major concern for sensor nodes. This requires the design of energy efficient

MAC protocol for MAC layer, among other higher layer protocols. Since the

wireless media is a broadcast media, collisions during wireless communication are

the major source of energy wastage. Techniques like collision avoidance, TDMA

and sleep mode etc are employed by researchers to improve MAC protocols to save

energy. Timing requirements are also an important concern for the design of real-

time MAC protocols, where protocols for reduction of delay are proposed for the
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delivery of data from source to destination. For end-to-end delivery, the routing

protocols play an important role in minimizing this delay and many application

dependent routing protocols have been proposed for this purpose. Huang et al.

[49] have given a survey of WSN MAC protocols. The MAC protocols have been

studied by classifying these protocols into four classes: synchronous, asynchronous,

frame-slotted, and multi-channel. Current trends in the MAC research in WSN

have been identified. Energy saving is the major concern in most of the cases.

2.2 Real-Time MAC Protocols

The applications with temporal constrains are known as real-time applications.

The real-time applications can be further sub-categorized based on the deadline

strictness. Figure 1.1 shows different type of real-time applications with respect

to their time of occurrence and strictness in meeting the deadline and their brief

introduction is given in the following section.

2.2.1 Real-Time Communication Protocols for WSN

The Firefly uses RT-Link [50] protocol which achieves multi-hop latency and en-

ergy efficiency goal through the use of out of band hardware time synchronization

instead of beacon frames. Different synchronization hardware are proposed for in-

door and outdoor synchronization. The protocol uses the physical layer proposed

by the IEEE 802.15.4 standard.

The WirelessHART [51] use the IEEE 802.15.4 standard physical layer.

The PEDAMACS [52] handles periodic traffic generated by energy constrained

nodes for an access point which is not energy constrained. The HyMAC [53]

makes use of multiple frequencies supported by such platforms as MICAZ, TelOS

and Firefly to provide high throughput and bounded end-to-end delay suitable for

soft real-time applications.
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Huan Li et al. [54] propose a heuristic scheme which exploits channel reuse and

explicitly avoids collisions for deadline oriented data transmission across multi-

hops.

E. Egea-Lopez et al. [55], propose a Virtual TDMA based MAC protocol for

sensors (VTS) which can provide bounded delay guarantees and thus supports

soft real-time applications.

The Singh el. al [56] propose a soft real-time end-to-end MAC protocol utilizing

the contention based media access scheme.

Kumar et al. [57] propose AREA-MAC which is a MAC protocol for soft real-

time applications. It employees low power listening approach with short and adap-

tive preambles having the destination address and an acknowledgment combina-

tion. This results in energy efficiency. For real-time requirement, the source node

selects a suitable neighbor and requests this neighbor (which is in low power lis-

tening mode) to wake up out of its normal schedule and receive the real-time data.

The mechanism improves data rate but does not provide time guarantee necessary

for hard real-time applications.

Kim et al. [58] proposes RRMAC protocol for real-time communication, among

the groups of nodes (known as cluster), using a superframe structure different from

the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. The CFP is exactly after the beacon frame and CAP

is after the CFP. The cluster nodes can sleep after CAP. This rearrangement of

periods is for the complete time synchronization. A hierarchical beacon period at

the beginning of new superframe has beacon slots allocated to each cluster and

therefore at the end of the beacon period all the network becomes synchronized.

The result of this synchronization is that at the end of a superframe, data from a

sensor node arrives the root node. The protocol supports hard real-time commu-

nication but is not the IEEE 802.15.4 standard compliant.

In [59] Watteyne et al. proposed protected mode of operation for a set of nodes

positioned linearly. In protected mode, cell reservation at each hop en-route the

sink, is done through the use of control messages. Event data are sent after cells
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are reserved on all hops from source node to the sink node. Due to cell reservation,

collisions are avoided and time guarantees can be given.

Krohn et al. [60] propose TOMAC, a real-time message ordering protocol across

one hop for mesh topology, where each node is considered to be at a distance of

one hop from all other nodes. Guarantee for the delivery of the messages according

to the order of their occurrence is provided.

2.3 The IEEE 802.15.4 Standard Based Real-

Time Protocols

The hybrid support of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard for real-time and non-real-

time events, makes the standard suitable for industrial environment where different

types of data propagation are required. The beacon enabled mode of the 802.15.4

standard makes it suitable for real-time and best effort services. The 802.15.4

standard specifies PHY and MAC layer to set up the basis for a large number

of application dependent higher layer protocols. Of these proposals, the one by

Hanzalek et al. [44], makes it suitable for multi-hop real-time data propagation.

Their proposal exploits the basis provided by the IEEE 802.15.4 standard for

intra-cluster real-time communication to make the multi-hop data communication

possible. The multi-hop communication is achieved by considering the groups of

nodes to be consisting of a number of overlapping clusters. They have proposed an

off-line scheduler to generate bandwidth schedule for all the clusters. If the nodes

periodically forward the periodic data generated by the sensor nodes according

to the schedule generated off-line, data will reach the destination node crossing

multiple clusters en-route the destination.

The work of Yoo Se et al. [61] results in a protocol to handle hundreds and

thousands of real-time periodic messages expected in an industrial environment by

proposing an offline temporal-distance-constrained message scheduling algorithm
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which results in a set of network parameters (BO, and SO etc.) of the beacon

enabled mode.

The work of Collotta et al. [62] improves the CSMA/CA by controlling the two

parameters, contention window and back-off exponential to make it possible to

create three classes of flows for prioritized transmission. Although deterministic

scheduling is not possible, but it significantly reduces the latencies of the nodes

involved in contention access to the channel, according to author’s claim.

In [63], El Gholami K et al. have proposed modifications in the structure of su-

perframe by moving the contention free period before the contention access period

in order to give first option to the real-time data for propagation. Additionally

they have proposed modifications in the basic CSMA/CA parameters to support

prioritized transmissions. They propose that if CH does not retain data received

from certain node for one period for propagation in the next period, the overall

transmission time will be improved.

The IEEE 802.15.4 standard imposes a limit of GTS allocations to seven nodes

of the cluster. The [64] is also a proposal for an offline GTS scheduling algorithm

by Ding Y et al.. The said algorithm improves GTS utilization by allowing more

than seven nodes to use the GTSs.

The [65] proposes to modify the default GTS allocation strategy of the 802.15.4

standard which is first-come-first-serve. The default does not provide service dif-

ferentiation. The proposal by Xia F. et al. is to provide service differentiation

through the ART-GAS GTS allocation protocol which provides three priority lev-

els namely low, medium, and high.

Feng Xia et al. in [66] propose the SD-CSMA/CA to provide diffentiated services

during the contention period. These services are targetted to serve the smart grid

application requirements. The authors prioritized channel access by the control of

the minimum and maximum backoff-exponent, contention window, and adaptive

backoff mechanism. They claim three priority levels being provided as compared to

non prioritized transmission in the default CSMA/CA supported by the 802.15.4.
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2.4 End-to-End Real-Time Support Requirement

The MAC layer protocol works between the two directly communicating nodes.

Therefore MAC does not deal with the routing issues. The IEEE 802.15.4 stan-

dard defines the MAC whose Beacon Enabled (BE) mode provides support for

guaranteed real-time service between two nodes. Many higher layer protocols for

WSN deal with the multi-hop transmission based on the IEEE 802.15.4 standard.

The IEEE 802.15.4 standard [45] provides a contention-free GTS allocation mech-

anism for intra-cluster real-time data propagation. Bandwidth are allocated to

individual nodes of the cluster where data communication takes place. This re-

sults in inefficient utilization of bandwidth during the time it remains reserved to

a single node. In order to improve the bandwidth utilization schemes, Koubba et

al. have proposed implicit GTS allocation schemes in [67]. The mentioned scheme

has proposed a technique such that the resource (communication bandwidth) al-

located by the cluster head can be shared among different nodes of the cluster

instead of keeping the bandwidth reserved for particular node. SEs and multi-hop

communication is not taken care of.

Similarly, for scheduling of periodic tasks, Hanzelek et al.[44] have presented a

mechanism for the cluster based cyclic scheduling of WSNs. The cyclic nature of

the proposed scheduling scheme, for the nodes of a cluster tree topology, supports

the periodic data propagation from source node to the destination. All of these

techniques deal with the scheduling of the PEs.

In [68] Choi et al. proposed a scheduling for the sporadic along with periodic

tasks for Wireless Fieldbus. Sporadic tasks have been scheduled in the CAP

period. The sleeping period has been reduced to “zero” by taking SO equal to

“zero”. As a result there is no sleeping period. This reduces delays for real-

time tasks. Consequently intra-cluster real-time event propagation is possible.

The scheduling decisions are made online that makes the online schedular heavy
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in terms of processing. In [69], Kim et al. propose three ways to handle sporadic

data using the IEEE 802.15.4 standard . The proposal is to transmit sporadic

data in CAP, CFP and Sleep periods. It does not talk about multicluster issues.

Moreover, due to the GTS tailing, it cannot be applied to the clusters which

partially overlap. Kim el al. [70, 71] propose a non standard protocol for channel

access that cannot be used in a multi-cluster tree network.

Koubaa et al.[72] have proposed an improvement in the CSMA/CA mechanism of

IEEE 802.15.4 standard for urgent packet, such asGTS Request delivery during the

contention period. This is not an end-to-end solution but will help in online end-to-

end scheduling of sporadic tasks that handle SEs in IEEE 802.15.4 standard.Other

works, such as [73] have also proposed a prioritized channel access mechanism with

careful modifications in the CSMA/CA parameters not to loose compatibility with

the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. Anastasi et al. [74] have analyzed that by the careful

adjustment of the CSMA/CA parameters guarantees of up to 100% are possible

for the prioritized packet delivery. Anastasi et al. [75] also showed the impact on

the reliable delivery using static CSMA/CA parameters and suggested that the

dynamic tuning of such parameters will further improve the reliability.

The WSN nodes are battery operated. Therefore, energy preservation must be of

concern while proposing any strategy for a WSN [76, 77, 78]. For periodic schedul-

ing, such minimization techniques have been employed by Hanzelek et al. [44] by

developing the Time Division Cluster Scheduling (TDCS) tool. The TDCS is de-

veloped in Matlab by posing the scheduling problem as an optimization problem

to a mathematical tool GLPK (GNU Liner Programing Kit) [79], whereby the

sleep period is maximized to save energy, and the time to reach the destination is

minimized to meet the deadline.

By the combination of offline and online scheduling techniques, the timely deliv-

ery of the data from SEs along with the PEs can be guaranteed . The offline

schedule generates the system parameters, employing TDCS [44], such that CAP

of appropriate size is available, to be utilized at the time of need by the online
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scheduler. When an SE occurs, the online scheduler on the end node requests the

CH to allocate resources and make room for it in the GTS block of the forthcom-

ing beacon period. The allocated resources are then used to carry the data in a

real-time manner.

In [48, 80, 81], researchers have explored generic real-time scheduling techniques.

Ideas from these efforts have been used in the current work for SE propagation in

WSN by employing the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. In this respect, Isovic et al. [80]

proposed the concept of “spare capacity” calculated offline and used online for SE

handling.

In [48, 82, 80], Isovic et al. proposed the mathematical analysis of off-line and

on-line techniques to schedule a mixed set of periodic, aperiodic, and sporadic

tasks, by using modified Earliest Deadline First (EDF) algorithm. Their proposal

is for the scheduling of tasks on a single node not related to the 802.15.4 standard

or WSN. Therefore they have not proposed any control protocol for use with the

WSN. In the processor scheduling, a number of research works have dealt with the

sporadic tasks by treating these as periodic tasks.

Theis et al.[83] have developed a technique to convert the sporadic task parameters

into periodic reservation tasks. Audsley et al.[84] have proposed the allocation of

SC, while generating an offline schedule. This SC is used for the online scheduling

of sporadic tasks when they actually occur. In [85] Kim et al. have proposed

a generic method for combined scheduling of periodic, sporadic and best effort

services. All of these research works are not IEEE 802.15.4 standard compliant.

The work of Jurick et al. [86] helps in determining the resource requirements

in a cluster tree of a WSN. It does not, however propose any routing or resource

allocation protocol. The work of Koubba et al. [87] proposes improved CSMA/CA

parameters for prioritized data transmission through the CAP which can be used

for the GTS request forwarding required for the SE resource allocation.

Hanzelek et al. [44] have proposed the Time Devision Cluster Scheduling (TDCS)

technique for distributed scheduling for multi-hop periodic flow propagation. They
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have not dealt with the sporadic tasks scheduling and have no proposal for any

online control protocol for schedule adaptation. Their work has been used to

schedule sporadic tasks.

Nastasi et al. [88] also proposed an offline extra bandwidth allocation scheme and

an online re-allocation for the SEs. However the multi-hop information propaga-

tion and the control protocols for the framework were not covered.

Kunert et al. [89] proposed a multi-channel MAC for the diversity and reliability

through the use of redundancy and concurrency in the frequency domain. The

proposal was for a single cluster network periodic traffic handling and exhibited

energy efficiency. The tasks scheduling is not considered.

Semprebom et al. [90] proposed a scheme to deal with the GTS starvation due to

limit of maximum seven GTSs imposed by the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. The PAN

(Personal Area Network) coordinator receiving more than seven GTS Requests

decides how to accommodate all the requests. However the work did not address

any scheme pertaining to the multi-hop real-time communication. Neither it dealt

with the control protocol to adapt a schedule reactively.

Choi et al. [46] have proposed a multi-hop event propagation mechanism. Their

study proposes a scheme for multi-hop GTS allocation by modifications in beacon

and data frames to carry the destination information for bandwidth allocation.

The work of Choi et al. differs from this work in that GTS Request success

guarantee is provided by offline bandwidth estimation and reservation for online

use. Additionally, implicit GTS allocation and de-allocation scheme is used which

makes this proposal energy efficient. These qualities make the efficient propagation

of SE possible.

2.5 Summary

In this chapter different research works related to real-time scheduling were dis-

cussed. Work related to generic hard real-time scheduling is identifiable in the
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literature and has been discussed in this chapter. The research on real-time micro-

processor scheduling has rendered many ideas for joint scheduling of periodic and

sporadic tasks. Work on real-time scheduling for WSNs is currently underway and

related work is also discussed in this chapter. The cluster tree scheduling scheme

proposed by [44], which uses the IEEE 802.15.4 standard as a starting point to

schedule periodic event, is taken as the basis for the scheduling of sporadic events

for industrial networks.
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3.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the Reactive Inflation and Implicit Deflation (RIID) pro-

tocol. The RIID is one of the major contributions of current work. The use of

RIID makes it possible for the sporadic information to move towards root of the

tree in the cluster tree representing the topology. The concept of upstream node

belongs to a network topology where node relations form a tree topology. The leaf

nodes are called downstream nodes and the node at the root of the related tree

is called as the upstream node. The IEEE 802.15.4 standard provides the basis

for real-time communication. The major contribution of this chapter (3) is the

upstream propagation of the SEs using the IEEE 802.15.4 standard . In such a

topology a fully functional device can be considered as the root node. Physically

such a node is placed at the control room of an industrial setup where all the

decisions about the activities of the industry are taken on the basis of information

collected from various downstream sensor nodes spread throughout the industry

at various locations of interest.

Figure 3.1: Industrial Wireless Sensor Network
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The Figure 4.1 is reproduced from [91]. This figure represents the use of WSN to

monitor the amount of substances in the silos of the refractory material factory.

Senors collect the information from different silos and propagate this information

to a central location for monitoring and control. The point to be noted here is that

WSN nodes are infrastructure-based. Therefore, node mobility is not in the scope

of this research. The use of industrial grade components during the manufacture of

sensor nodes make the nodes fail safe. Therefore, the static routing is sufficient and

the short node addressing is used for hierarchical address allocation to individual

nodes. In this section, a protocol is proposed, and its design is discussed to

propagate sporadic information to a central location in real-time . The IEEE

802.15.4 standard supports the real-time communication between two neighboring

nodes and is taken as the basis for the design of such a protocol.

3.2 Time Sensitive Applications and the IEEE

802.15.4 Standard for Wireless Personal Area

Network (WPAN)

The IEEE 802.15.4/Zigbee is the defacto standard for WSNs, which provides a

mechanism for accessing the wireless channel for communication. The standard

is of particular interest to support time sensitive applications for real-time com-

munication. In the synchronous mode of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard , nodes are

arranged in a star topology, where a central node has a special role to play and

forms a cluster of the other nodes which can communicate through this special

node called as cluster head (CH). The CH uses special periodic packets, known as

beacons, for synchronization amongst the node of the cluster. The time between

consecutive beacons of a cluster is called the Beacon Interval (BI). As shown in

Figure 3.2, the BI is divided into two periods: (a) active period, Tag A, and (b) in-

active period, Tag B. During the inactive period, the cluster sleeps to save energy.
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The active part of the BI is further divided into “two” sub-periods: (a) Con-

tention Access Period (CAP) that is for applications requiring best-effort services

and (b) Contention Free Period (CFP) that is for time-sensitive applications. The

time immediately following the beacon frame is the CAP (Tag C). This is the time

during which the nodes can contend to communicate, using Carrier Sense Multiple

Access/ Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA), and support the best effort service. Af-

ter the CAP and before the inactive period, is the TDMA based Contention Free

Period (CFP), Tag D. Any node desiring to communicate during such a period

must get a slot allocated to it before any communication.

CFP

Node 1

C

A

D

B

CAP

Node 2

Cluster Head

Active Period SD Inactive Period

b

b

b

bCluster HeadNode 1

Node 2

Cluster topology

Beacon Interval

b

Figure 3.2: The Beacon Interval of an Inter/Intra-cluster Communication

The CH is the entity that allocates the time slots during such a period. The

allocated slots are called the Guaranteed Time Slots (GTS). The slot during which

a node can send data to the CH is called the Transmit GTS (T GTS, represented

by an up arrow) and the slot during which the CH can send data to the other node

of the cluster is called the Receive GTS (R GTS represented by a down arrow, as

shown in Figure 3.2).

Due to being pre-allocated, the CFP can support time-sensitive applications and

time guarantees are possible.

3.2.1 Configurable Parameters of the Clusters

The Beacon Order (BO) and Superframe Order (SO) are the parameters of bea-

con mode of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard . These parameters dictate the beacon

frequency of the cluster and the active period of the cluster as described here. The
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frequency of beacon frames and thus the size of BI depends on the value of the

parameter BO. The BI and BO are related according to the Equation (3.1), as

given in [45].

BI = aBaseSuperframeDuration× 2BO (3.1)

Thus with BO equal to zero, the beacon frames are transmitted every aBaseSu-

perframeDuration time units (with 2.5GHz frequency band and 250 kbps bitrate,

aBaseSuperframeDuration = 15.36 ms as given in [45]). It is also clear that as the

BO increases, the size of the BI doubles.

During the CAP, nodes contend for the channel using Carrier Sense Multiple Ac-

cess/Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) before they can communicate. This period

supports the best-effort service. The CFP is for time sensitive applications where

nodes acquire a GTS before they can communicate. The duration of the active

period (Superframe Duration (SD)), within a BI, is determined by the parameter

Superframe Order (SO). The SD and SO are related according to Equation (3.2),

as given in [45].

SD = aBaseSuperframeDuration× 2SO, (3.2)

where 0 ≤ SO ≤ BO ≤ 14 holds. It can be proved from Equations 3.1 and 3.2

that the value of SD comes out to be equal to the BI if SO = BO and that there

is no inactive period in such a case. The SO and BO are configurable parameters

of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard operating in beacon mode. These parameters are

calculated off-line and then used on-line for the operation of the cluster network.

The SD is divided into sixteen equal sized slots. The size of “one” slot is denoted

by slotSize. The allocation unit of SD and GTSs is the slotSize.
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3.2.2 Intra-Cluster Real-Time Communication

The slot allocation within the CFP is performed by the CH at the request of a node

that intends to use it. At most seven GTS allocations are possible (including the

transmit and receive GTSs) and all of these allocations can be in multiples of the

basic slot sizes (slotSize). Once allocated to a particular node, only the node that

requested the GTS can communicate with the CH during that slot. Each node

can have “two” GTSs at the most, one for transmission (from node to the CH)

and the other for reception (from CH to the node). The GTS is allocated from the

CAP. However, according to the IEEE 802.15.4 standard , when allocating GTS,

CAP should not become zero. A CAP of sufficient size, such that at least “one”

GTS request can be sent to the CH, must be maintained.

3.2.3 Overlapped Clusters and Inter-Cluster Real-Time Com-

munication

The IEEE 802.15.4 standard supports real-time communication between “two”

peers, through the GTS allocation mechanism in the star topology. Hanzalek et.

al [44] have extended this basic provision through the use of overlapped clusters to

provide inter cluster, end-to-end guaranteed communication between a source and

a sink (the desired destination) which is more than “one” cluster apart. The BIs of

the overlapping clusters are scheduled in such a way that there is no overlapping

of active periods among neighboring clusters having a shared collision domain,

refer to Figure 3.2. In the resultant schedule, the BIs are arranged such that the

deadlines of the periodic flows are met. The cluster scheduling is done through

the off-line scheduling tools (like TDCS, [44]). The result of off-line scheduler is

the generation of configurable parameters like BO, SO, and thus schedule of the

GTSs of various clusters is determined. The network is configured using these

parameters (BO and SO) and nodes get time slots allocated according to the
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generated schedule before convergence. Consequently, a guaranteed end-to-end

communication is possible through the allocated time slots.

GTS

Inactive

InactiveGTSCAP

CAP Cluster 1

Cluster 2C

A

D

B
b

b
b

b

b

Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Overlapping Clusters

b

Figure 3.3: Overlapping of Neighboring Clusters and Inter-cluster Communi-
cation

The determination of the SO and the BO depends on the number and parameters

(release time, period, deadline, and size) of the periodic events. Once the SO

is determined and the GTS parameters are calculated off-line, the IEEE 802.15.4

standard GTS request primitive is used by the requesting child nodes to receive the

GTSs allocated in their parent cluster. After this allocation is done, the remaining

part of the superframe that is at least aMinCAPLength, is used as CAP for the

best effort services. The value for aMinCAPLength is 440 symbols or 0.00704 sec

according to the IEEE 802.15.4 standard .

3.3 Scheduling for Sporadic and Periodic Events

Generating a schedule of the periodic events is easy because the release time of

every event is known. Similarly, their periods, deadlines, and execution times are

also known. With this information in hand, off-line schedules (also regarded as

static schedules) can be generated using any of the well-known scheduling tech-

niques. Because deterministic scheduling is possible off-line, no scheduling decision

is left until runtime. Off-line scheduling of sporadic events is impossible because

their release times and periods are unknown. Unless an event is actually released,

it cannot be scheduled. However, if the complete load of scheduling is left until
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release time of sporadic event, then the scheduling itself becomes computationally

complex (due to complicated scheduling decisions).

By combining the off-line and on-line scheduling techniques, sporadic events can

be handled. The idea is to generate an off-line GTS schedule of periodic events

(for the IEEE 802.15.4 standard ), whereby an extra space for the sporadic events

is kept in the CAP for sporadic events proactively. In the absence of any sporadic

events, the extra space can be used for best-effort services. When sporadic event

occurs, the GTSs can be reactively allocated from this extra space of the CAP.

3.3.1 Off-line Scheduling for Periodic and Sporadic Tasks

Scheduling of the completely random sporadic events is impossible because there

is no associated release time and period. However, as suggested by Isovic et al.

[48, 82], periodic reservation tasks, with parameters equal to worst-case parameters

of sporadic tasks, can be used to represent the sporadic tasks and can be used

for scheduling. Bandwidth requirement of these proxy tasks can be calculated.

In the context of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard , the space is kept in CAP. While

calculating CAP of any cluster, the IEEE 802.15.4 standard imposes the condition

that CAPlength ≥ aMinCAPLength. To handle sporadic events, there should

be enough SC in the CAP for guaranteed, reactive/instantaneous allocation of

desired GTS slots. The condition for CAP calculation is therefore modified to

Equation 3.3.

NewCAPlength ≥ aMinCAPLength + λj , (3.3)

where λj is the SC requirement of cluster j, calculated on the basis of all of the

sporadic events that are expected to occur on any of the downstream nodes of the

node which is the head of cluster j. Figure 3.4 represents the CAP inflation. In

Figure 3.4, “New CAP Length” meets the condition of Equation 3.3. Consequently,

the on-line GTS request for sporadic data, will never fail.
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Figure 3.4: CAP Adjustment Due to Off-line Re-scheduling

3.3.1.1 Calculating Spare Capacity (SC) for CAP

During off-line scheduling, the required size of the CAP for a particular cluster

is, therefore, different depending on the SC requirement of the cluster. The SC

calculation results in the SC requirement matrix S . In matrix S , row headings

represent all nodes within the network and column headings represent routers.

The value of the element Si,j of the matrix is the slot requirement of router j due to

the traffic from node i . To get total bandwidth requirement of a particular router,

all of the elements of a column under that router number are added together.

The selection of a node as source of sporadic events adds to the space requirement

of all the nodes of the branch from itself to the root node (the sink). Therefore,

Equation (3.4) gives us the total SC requirement in number of time slots, Si,j,

of any cluster Rj (column headers of matrix) due to a sporadic event which is

expected to occur at node i (row headers of matrix).

λj = ⌈(

noOfRouters
∑

i=0

Si,j/slotSize)⌉ × slotSize, (3.4)

where slotSize = SD/16. Therefore, using the sporadic events as shown in Fig-

ure 3.5(a), the value of the matrix Si,j is as shown in the matrix given in Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.5: The Overlapping Clusters: (a) Clusters with Periodic and Spo-
radic Paths, and (b) The Tree Topology

Summing up the columns of the matrix S and taking slotSize equal to “one”, gives

us the value of λj for a particular router, as given in Equation (3.5).

λj =

(

4 1 0 1 0 0

)

(3.5)

For example, for router R1 where j is equal to “one”, the bandwidth requirement

is λ1 which according to Equation 3.5 is “four”.

While calculating the BO for the network and the SO for the individual clusters,

the variable CAPlength values based on Equation (3.3) are used. The result is

a multi-cluster schedule with each of the cluster having adequate capacity in the

CAPs (the spare capacity (SC)) to accommodate sporadic tasks. The generated
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Table 3.1: Sporadic Requirements Matrix, S

R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6
R1 0 0 0 0 0 0
R2 0 0 0 0 0 0
R3 1 0 0 0 0 0
R4 1 0 0 0 0 0
R5 0 0 0 0 0 0
R6 0 0 0 0 0 0
N7 0 0 0 0 0 0
N8 0 0 0 0 0 0
N9 1 1 0 0 0 0
N10 0 0 0 0 0 0
N11 0 0 0 0 0 0
N12 1 0 0 1 0 0
N13 0 0 0 0 0 0
N14 0 0 0 0 0 0

schedule is such that if each of the node transmits the sporadic data to its parent,

data will reach the destination, the root, at or before the deadline.

3.3.1.2 Off-line Laxity Calculation

The deadline (de2e) is the value that is provided to the off-line scheduler alongwith

the sporadic task parameters(execution time ,maximum occurrence frequency and

data sample size). This (de2e) is the time before which the data generated by the

event must reach the root node (R1). If the set of tasks (periodic and sporadic) is

feasible, then the scheduler succeeds in generating a schedule. When the schedule

is followed by the nodes, the relevant data can reach the destination node on or

before the deadline. The delaye2e denotes effective time at which the event data will

actually arrive at the destination, calculated as a result of the off-line scheduling.

Therefore, for a feasible schedule, the difference between de2e and delaye2e, as

given in Equation (3.6), must be greater than or equal to zero. The value of this

difference is a measure of how much the schedule of a sporadic event can be delayed

still meeting the deadline and is termed as the Laxity of the schedule.
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Laxity = de2e − delaye2e. (3.6)

The value of the Laxity is provided to the on-line scheduler along with other

parameters. When the sporadic event occurs, the value of Laxity is used (by on-

line scheduler) to perform an acceptability test to determine whether the event

should be accepted or not, as can be seen in Section 3.3.2.2.

3.3.2 On-line GTS Scheduling for Sporadic Tasks Using

SC

The off-line schedule, generated proactively, guarantees the deadlines for periodic

events. It will also guarantee the deadline for sporadic events if the sporadic

events do not violate the parameters, such as maximum frequency which were

provided while generating the off-line schedule. For periodic schedule, the GTSs

are allocated before the start time of the periodic flows and remain allocated

until the end time of the flows. For sporadic events, GTSs are required only

instantaneously. Therefore, GTSs are allocated only for a single BI. The CAP

is sufficiently large to accommodate as many sporadic tasks as were scheduled

during the off-line schedule generation. The benefit of keeping it in the CAP is

the improvement of the response times of the best-effort service of the network in

the absence of sporadic events.

To ensure that the implicit guarantee offered by off-line scheduler remains intact,

a synchronized allocation of GTSs throughout the intervening cluster is needed.

This requires a GTS allocation protocol that is invoked after the sporadic event

is accepted. Therefore, a novel protocol is proposed as the major contribution of

this dissertation as reported in Section 3.3.2.1.
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3.3.2.1 Reactive Inflation Implicit Deflation (RIID) Protocol

Consider the tree topologies as shown in Figure 3.5(a). This is a Personal Area

Network (PAN) of overlapping clusters. Every node acts as a child as well as a CH.

The leaf nodes act as children only, while the root acts as a CH only. The root of

the tree that synchronizes the overall activities of the network, is called the PAN

coordinator (PC). When a sporadic event occurs at a node, the data associated

must reach PC (also the sink for sporadic data). According to this topology, if

every node of all of the intervening clusters goes on delivering data to its parent

CH, the data will ultimately reach PC, the root node. However, according to the

IEEE 802.15.4 standard , prior to sending data to their parent, a node has to

allocate a slot in the CFP by sending GTS Request to its CH. The CH checks to

see the following conditions:

1. Sufficient space is available in the CAP slot to allocate the desired GTS.

2. No GTS is already allocated to the requesting node.

3. The total number of slots allocated in the cluster is less than seven.

If CH finds that any of the conditions cannot be met, then it denies the GTS

Request. In case, if the SC has been allocated according to Equation (3.3), then

Condition 1 will always be met because the CAP of adequate size was allocated

to ensure that the GTS allocation is a success. For the case when the standard

denies the allocation due to the non fullfilment of Condition 2, GTS inflation

protocol is proposed. The proposal helps to handle the sporadic events that require

instantaneous space in the GTS slot to carry the sporadic data. The flowchart of

the proposed protocol is shown in Figure 3.6.

Accordingly, if a CH receives a GTS request from a child node and the requesting

node is already allocated a slot in the BI (Condition 2 is not met), then instead of

denying the request, the existing GTS is inflated according to the space requested.
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Figure 3.6: GTS Inflation Algorithm

The new adjusted schedule is sent in the forthcoming beacon frame. This fresh

GTS allocation takes space from the SC of the CAP ensured during off-line schedul-

ing. If the sporadic traffic complies with the specifications that were provided to

the off-line scheduler, then it is an implicit guarantee that the CH will always find

the required space in the CAP slot, and Condition 1 will always be met.

Inflated Slot

CAP CFP

t

After Inflatoin

Before InflationSleep Period

Slots Shifted Back

Unshifted Slots

Sleep Period b

Figure 3.7: GTS adjustment due to On-line Inflation

In case of inflation, if there are any slots prior to the slot being inflated, then

such slots will be shifted back in time as can be seen in Figure 3.7 taking space

from the SC of CAP, so that sleep period length is not affected. Therefore, the
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transmission that was taking palce during these shifted slots will complete earlier

in time after inflation.

For the end-to-end sporadic information propagation, the protocol needs to handle

the traversal of the overlapping clusters. Because the PC is considered as the sink

of sporadic data; therefore, when an intermediate CH receives a GTS request

for a sporadic GTS, it allocates a GTS to the requesting node, and in addition

it enques a GTS request , implicitly, for its parent node (CHp) (also the CH of

another cluster). This happens at a time when CHp is sleeping. When CHp wakes

up, it immediately receives the enqued GTS request .

Explicit GTS RequestB

Sporadic EventA LaxityDelay

Time

Beacon RcceptiomGTS Request

GTS for Sporadic Data
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Sporadic Transmission
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Figure 3.8: GTS Request and Sporadic Data Propagation

Figure 3.8 shows the occurrence of sporadic event at tag A©. An explicit GTS

request is generated at tag B©. Every receiver of the GTS request sends an implicit

GTS request to the parent, as shown at tag C©. This happens until the receiver

of the GTS request is the root (the sink of sporadic data) that stops the implicit

GTS request generation. In this way, every intermediate node that sends the GTS

Request, gets a GTS in the forthcoming beacon for the transmission of sporadic

data. Every sporadic GTS request is guaranteed to get required GTS because

enough resources (in the form of SC) were allocated when the off-line schedule
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was generated. As a result of this guaranteed GTS allocation, nodes can send

sporadic data during the desired allocated slots. This upstream data propagation

ends at PC as is shown via tag C©. It must be recalled that the PC is the sink of

the sporadic data.

Reactive Inflation and Implicit Deflation of GTS If a CH receives a GTS

request from a node that already owns a GTS, (slot with double hatching can be

seen in Figure 3.10), then the CH will inflate that slot as described earlier. If a

request is received from a node that does not already own a GTS, then the CH

will allocate a new GTS for it. This sporadic allocation/inflation is done for a

single BI only. It is implicitly de-allocated/deflated thereafter. This necessitates

that the sporadic data, for which this request was generated, will be forwarded

to the CH using this allocated/inflated GTS in the forthcoming BI. According to

current proposal, for the de-allocation/deflation of this slot, the CH does not wait

for the de-allocation request from the child node, and the CH deallocates/deflates

the inflated slot implicitly. The child node does not need to send the de-allocation

request, and it implicitly considers the GTS will be deallocated/deflated in the

next beacon. Due to these implicit decisions, the control traffic is kept limited

only to the GTS Request . Figure 3.10(a) and Figure 3.10(b) show this elastic

allocation where at tag A© events occurs. At tag B©, a Request is sent to the

parent. The inflation/allocation response is received through a beacon frame at

tag C© and finally, sporadic data are transmitted through allocated/inflated slot

at tag D©. Tag E© represents the elastically allocated GTS. This TGTS is absent

in 1st and 3rd BI but is elastically allocated in the 2nd BI. Whenever another

sporadic event occurs, this reactive allocation/implicit de-allocation mechanism is

repeated.
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3.3.2.2 The On-line Acceptance Test

When a sporadic event occurs, it is to be determined whether it must be accepted

or not. Figure 3.9 represents the corresponding algorithm. From [45], it is already

known that the command frames (e.g., GTS requests) are transmitted between

the “two” nodes during the CAP period. Therefore, if the event occurs during

the CAP period, then an associated GTS Request will be sent to the CH during

the CAP of the ongoing BI see (tag A© in Figure 3.10(a)). However, if the event

occurs at a time when the CAP of the period has already passed (that means the

event occurred at any time other than the CAP), then the relevant GTS Request

can only be sent in the CAP of the forthcoming BI (see tag B© Figure 3.10(b)).

Calculate Remaining CAP

RemainingCAP >= GTSReqSize ?

N

Y

Laxity > BI ?

N

Y

Accept the SE Reject SE

Start

End

Figure 3.9: On-line Acceptance Test Flowchart

The off-line calculation of the schedule parameters is such that if a GTS request

is sent in the same BI in which the sporadic event occurs, then the sporadic task

is guaranteed to meet the deadline. In the other case (when the GTS Request can
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only be sent during the CAP of forthcoming beacon period), Laxity (as discussed in

Section 3.6) determines whether the deadline will still be met or otherwise. In light

of the aforementioned, in order to make that decision, the following information is

in hand: (a) The current state (CAP, GTS, or sleep period) of the superframe of

the IEEE 802.15.4 standard and (b) the Laxity of the relevant cluster. With the

help of this information decision variable (DV) is deduced as given in the Equation

3.7.

DV =















0, if (StartOfCurrentGTS − te) ≥ lGTSRequest OR Laxity >= BI

1, otherwise

(3.7)

where te is the time at which sporadic event occurred and DV is a binary decision

variable that equals “zero” if there is enough time in the current CAP to transmit

the GTS Request and “one”, otherwise.
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Figure 3.10: Effect of Event Release Time on GTS Inflation: (a) Allocation
Received in the Forthcoming Beacon, and (b) Allocation Received After one

Beacon

The value of the DV tells us whether the delay of “one” BI is acceptable or not.

If the DV is equal to “one”, the deadline can still be met and the sporadic task is

accepted, otherwise it is rejected.

3.4 Compatability with the IEEE 802.15.4 Stan-

dard and Implementation Issues

The implementation of the RIID protocol requires modifications in the data struc-

tures of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard . While suggesting these modifications, care
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has been taken not to compromise on the IEEE 802.15.4 standard compatability.

In this respect, the GTS request format and the Beacon format must be modified.

The GTS request for a sporadic allocation has to be differentiated from the regular

GTS request. For this purpose, a technique similar to the one used by Koubaa et

al. [67] is used that keeps the IEEE 802.15.4 standard compatability intact. The

sixth bit of the GTS request is adapted as the Allocation Type bit to indicate that

it is a sporadic GTS allocation request, as shown in Figure 3.11(a). A “one” in the

bit indicates a sporadic GTS allocation request and as a result it can invoke the

RIID allocation protocol that can inflate the existing GTSs if these are already

allocated.

Similarly, the Beacon frame that informs the cluster children about the GTS allo-

cations must carry the information about which of the GTS slots are inflated, so

that the implicit de-allocation can be invoked at the child nodes. For this purpose,

the reserved bit 3 (as shown in Figure 3.11(b)) in the standard GTS Specification

field of the Beacon frame is adapted as Inflation Flag to indicate that one or more

of the GTSs in the GTS Descriptor List is inflated and also that there is an ad-

ditional element at the tail of GTS list as shown in Figure 3.11(c). This element

does not contain the GTS Descriptor, but it contains the bit map. Each bit of

the bit map indicates which of the GTSs in the GTS Descriptor List are inflated.

The number of the valid bits in this bitmap and the number of GTS Descriptors

in the GTS Descriptor List is specified by the GTS Descriptor Count. Therefore

the GTS Descriptor Count does not include the extra element at the tail of the

GTS Descriptor List if the Inflation Flag is set.

bits 0-3 4 5 6 7

GTS Length GTS
Direction

Characteristics
Type

Allocation
Type Reserved

(a)

bits 0-2 4-6 7
GTS Descriptor

Count GTS PermitReserved

3

Inflation Flag

(b)
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Bitmapped
Inflation SpecifierGTS Descriptor List

b

Legend

Modified Fields

IEEE 802.15.4 fields

0 0 0 1 0 - - -

Sporadic

(c)

Figure 3.11: Modified Data Structures for RIID Use: (a) The Modified Spo-
radic GTS Characteristics Field Format, and (b) Modified GTS Specification

format, and (c) Modified GTS List Format

With these modifications, the node implementing RIID can accept the Beacon and

GTS request frames generated by non-RIID nodes to ensure compliance.

3.5 Quantification of Energy Dissipation

Network topology, depth of tree, number of children at each node (that is limited to

“seven”), number of periodic events, number of sporadic events, positions where

these events occur are the factors effecting energy dissipation. Based on these

factors, the parameters that effect the energy dissipation of the WSN can be

divided into two categories: (a) Energy increase due to a change in the off-line

schedule (b) Energy increase due to an increase in the reactive control traffic. The

GTS mechanism of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard is supported only in a cluster tree

topology that is a special form of peer-to-peer topology. Therefore only cluster

tree topology will be considered while discussing energy dissipation.

3.5.1 Energy Dissipation due to Change in Off-line Sched-

ule

Equation 3.4 gives the sporadic slots required at a particular node due to sporadic

events. Closer to the root node, the sporadic slot requirement and the CAP

size is the largest. This is because all of the sporadic packets are targetted at
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the root. Therefore, the energy dissipation of the Root is the highest. It was

supposed that a sporadic packet can be accommodated within one time slotSize.

Therefore, Equation 3.8 gives the energy requirement at a particular node j due

to the sporadic slots.

Esj = λj × Eslot (3.8)

where Esj represents the sporadic energy required at node j and Eslot is the energy

dissipated in one slot. Koubba et. al. [87] have modeled a cluster tree and those

interested in energy calculation for sporadic events can revert to the paper for

further guidance.

3.5.2 Energy Dissipation Due to Increase in Reactive Con-

trol Traffic

Due to implicit de-allocation, no de-allocation request is generated. Therefore,

the energy consumption per sporadic event is limited by the number of clusters

traversed as:

Ec = EGTSReq ∗Ncl (3.9)

where Ec is the energy due to control traffic, Ncl is the number of clusters traversed,

and EGTSReq is the energy required to transmit “one” GTS request. Therefore,

the difference of energy between the run of simulation with no sporadic task and

the another with sporadic tasks occurring is very small as: Ets = Ec×NSE , where

Ets is the extra energy dissipation due to the increase in the control traffic for

sporadic events, and NSE is the number of sporadic events.
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3.6 Timeline Guarantees

In the design of hard real-time systems, it is necessary to ensure that whatever

deadlines are set aside for a task set (1.2.3), must be met or otherwise the task

set should not be accepted for execution. The aforementioned phenomenon is

decided by performing an on-line acceptance test at the occurrence of an SE,

and is another contribution of the current study. The acceptance test determines

whether an event must be accepted for propagation or not.

A set of periodic and sporadic events is presented to the Off-line Scheduler (OS).

The OS performs a schedulability test, off-line. If the events are found to be

schedulable, a set of schedule parameters is generated by the OS. The resultant

schedule is such that, if followed exactly, then the periodic and sporadic tasks

(which were presented to OS) are guaranteed to meet the deadlines. The GTS

allocation for the PEs is done during the network convergence. Consequently,

the order of the GTS is exactly followed as per schedule. On the other hand,

for the SEs, the temporal position of the sporadic GTSs (relative to the pre-

allocated periodic GTSs as well as any sporadic GTSs allocated prior to the GTS

being allocated) for a particular cluster is determined only when GTS is actually

reserved by the CH in response to the request from a node. Moreover, the effective

delay depends on two issues: (i) The time of occurrence of SE and (ii) the position

of the GTS that is allocated at the last cluster. The position of the GTS within the

clusters other than the last cluster is irrelevant. The only surety that a packet will

be delivered within the assigned BI is sufficient. Figure 3.12 represents a snapshot

of the last-hop BI for a typical scenario.

CAP

CFP

Sleep period

(a) GTSs for periodic transmission
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(c) GTSs before and after deadline

Figure 3.12: Last Cluster GTS Ordering

Figure 3.12(a) represents the GTS allocation at the last hop of the packet carrying

sporadic data. There are three T GTS’s and one R GTS. All these slots are for

PEs. Figure 3.12(b) shows one shaded GTS labeled as 1© that is allocated in

response to a GTS Request for a SE from node N. This is the sporadic R GTS. The

vertical dotted line within the GTS represents the deadline. It may by observed

that the position of the R GTS is beyond the deadline. Therefore, the deadline

will be missed, as the deadline is before the completion of the particular R GTS

labeled as 1©. Figure 3.12(c) shows two shaded GTSs, labeled as 1© and 2©. The

GTS 2© was for an SE of a node other than N, allocated prior to 1©. Due to such

an allocation, the GTS allocated in response to a GTS Request from N is the

GTS 1© that is earlier in time than 1© in Figure 3.12(b). Because the deadline

is beyond the R GTS, as can be seen in Figure 3.12(c) labeled 1©, the deadline

will be met. However, the position of the GTSs cannot be determined before the

occurrence of the SE. Therefore, the guarantee of delivery of the respective SE

cannot be provided. The only condition sufficient to guarantee a deadline will be:

if a deadline is beyond the CFP of the last cluster (as shown with Tag 3, in Figure
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3.12(c)), then the deadline will be met. Such a condition can be determined by

the OS, by the use of laxity. The OS, after generating the schedules of the BIs,

checks to see whether any deadline is beyond the CFP of the last cluster. If the

SE is feasible and the corresponding schedule is generated to be adapted on-line,

then the laxity that is determined off-line can be used on-line, as described in

Section 3.3.1.2 and Section 3.3.2.2, for performing on-line acceptance test at the

occurrence of a SE.

The Acceptance Test While generating a schedule, the OS does not take into

account, the time of occurrence of an event. The OS treats the SEs as the PEs

to generate a schedule of clusters, if one is possible. For the PEs, the schedule

is followed by statically allocating the GTS slots for various nodes within the

respective clusters, before the network convergence. However, for the SEs, the

required GTS slots are not allocated until the SE actually occurs. From the above

discussion and closely observing Figure 4.4, it can be determined that a sporadic

packet may have to wait for the GTS allocation only at the first hop (from N1 to

R4). The aforementioned phenomenon is due to the fact that after the occurrence

of an SE, the relevant data can be sent in the GTS allocated in response to the

first GTS Request sent by N1 to R4. As was detailed in Section 3.3.2.2, if the

event occurs somewhere within the CAP period such that there is ample amount

of time that a GTS Request can be sent before the start of CFP, then the GTS

Request will be sent and will get the GTS allocation in the forthcoming beacon;

otherwise, the GTS Request will be sent during the CAP of the next BI and the

packet must wait until the GTS allocation is received a beacon later. The GTS

Request initiates a chain of GTS allocations, resulting in an allocated GTS at each

of the hops prior to the arrival of a sporadic packet at that node. The ultimate

result is that the sporadic packet does not have to wait for the GTS allocation at

any hop other than the first.
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Therefore, even if the OS renders a set of events as schedulable, it cannot be guar-

anteed that the event will meet the deadline. This is due to the non-deterministic

nature of GTSs that is decided on-line only. Suppose de2e is the deadline calculated

by the OS from the generated schedule, the Equation 3.10 represents the off-line

feasibility test.

feasible =















true, if de2e ≥ end of CFP

false, otherwise

(3.10)

The Equation 3.7, on the other hand, implements an on-line acceptability. These

equations (Equation 3.7 and 3.10) govern the guaranteed delivery of the accepted

SEs.

3.7 Summary

The RIID protocol has enabled the propagation of sporadic event data propagation

without disturbing the ongoing periodic data propagation. However this capability

is limited to the propagation of sporadic data to the root node only. However, this

limitation of the protocol (root destined sporadic propagation) resulted in the

dynamic inflation scheme, which made it possible to use an already allocated GTS

slot for sporadic data propagation while keeping the standard compliance intact.

Moreover, the sporadic data is to be held by the transit node for one BI only,

and therefore, the sporadic slot allocation disappears implicitly. This results in

keeping the control traffic low.

Further work is needed to remove the restriction that only root can be the desti-

nation of the sporadic data.
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4.1 Introduction

The basic scheme of SE propagation proposed in Chapter 3 resulted in gaining

the ability to propagate the SE from the source node to the sink node (present at

the root of the cluster tree representing the network topology). The root oriented

sink represents a real situation whereby a control room oriented sink (which might

be a FFD) may need to collect the sensed information for analysis and actuation

decisions. The constraint of the sporadic sink being at the root of the tree, on

the other hand, simplified the routing of sporadic packets. Therefore, on each

intervening node the sporadic data, if forwarded to the parent of the node, ulti-

mately reaches the root node (the designated sink of the network). It eased the

researcher to concentrate on other requirements which were necessary to be met

for SE propagation via WSN. It resulted in the proposal of off-line scheduling and

on-line acceptance test. Consequently the DIID protocol, as described in Chapter

3, was developed. However, there are situations when the destination might not

be the root node. Chapter 4 describes the situation and the proposal to deal with

such a situation.

Motivation for Any-to-Any Data Propagation

The chapter 4 emphasizes on exploring the possibility and mechanism of propaga-

tion of sporadic data from the source node to the destination node which may not

necessarily be present at the root of the representative cluster tree. Such a situa-

tion might arise in an industrial environment where distributed actuation decisions

are required. Figure 4.1 is representative of the situation. The information sensed

at individual nodes might not necessarily propagate to the root node. Rather the

actuation decision can be taken at the intermediate nodes. This creates the need

for the ability to move data from any node to any other node in the network.
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Figure 4.1: Industrial Wireless Sensor Network

The research, therefore, resulted in the proposal of a light weight (energy efficient

due to many implicit decisions) distributed routing protocol. The proposal of

control protocol for any-to-any GTS propagation (CPAGA) is one of the major

contributions of the research. Moreover, careful modification in the control packet

formats of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard is also a contribution of this chapter,

because keeping the IEEE 802.15.4 standard compliance intact required careful

modifications of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard packet formats.

The static topology suitable for such networks and supportive of providing hard

real-time guarantees is the cluster tree network. In such a situation, where node

mobility is not present and node failures cannot be afforded, the hierarchical node

addressing is the most suitable for efficient routing of real-time packets. With

the requirements of such a static industrial network in hand, forthcoming sections

describe the background, proposal and implementations of the control protocol for

any-to-any GTS allocation (CPAGA).
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4.2 Addressing and Routing in the 802.15.4/Zig-

bee and the Routing Module (RM)

The nodes within a WSN are identified by unique addresses. The routing deci-

sions, among other parameters, are dependent on the type of addresses used. The

address of a node with the IEEE 802.15.4/Zigbee cluster tree is hierarchical, and

is calculated, using the Cskip function. The Cskip function is explained in [92]

and is defined as follows:

Cskip(d) =















1 + Cm.(Lm− d− 1), ifRm = 1

1+Cm−Rm−Cm.RmLm−d−1

1−Rm
,Otherwise

(4.1)

where

Cm denotes the maximum number of children of a router,

Lm represents Depth of the network,

Rm is the maximum number of routers of a router, and

d provides the network depth of the current node.

In a cluster tree topology of a WSN, the routing decisions are not based on the

routing tables. Such decisions are made on the analysis of the destination address

that are inherently hierarchical. A packet arriving at a node is either forwarded

to the parent node or to one of the child nodes, depending on the destination.

Suppose A is the address of the node making the decision, P is the address of

the parent, and D is the destination address of the packet to be received by an

intermediate router A. Consequently N, which is the next hop address of a packet

received by a node A, is calculated based on Equation 4.2 given below:
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N =















P, ifA < D < A+ Cskip(d− 1)

A + 1 + ⌊D−(A+1)
Csckip(d)

⌋, Otherwise

(4.2)

As it is known, routing is the responsibility of the network layer, as indicated in

Figure 4.2. The RM uses Equation 4.2 for the next hop calculation and is invoked

to serve the purpose, whenever a packet is needed to be routed.

Routing Module
Net

wor
k La

ye
r

MAC Layer

Application Layer

Service Access Point

Service Access Point

Figure 4.2: The RM Implementation Architecture

4.3 The Control Protocol for Any-to-any GTS

Allocation (CPAGA)

In Azeem et al. [47] it is shown that in a cluster tree topology, when the root

of the tree is the designated sink of sporadic data, then every node receiving a

sporadic packet must forward the data to their parent. Therefore, the routing

decisions are straight forward, and the packet will ultimately reach the root (the

designated sink of sporadic data). For data to be moved to the parent of a node,

the GTS Request primitive is used at each of the hop to allocate the GTS, and

the packet is forwarded in the allocated slot.

When the root is not necessarily the destination, then the data routing decisions

are to be made at each of the node en-route the destination. The routing decisions

are made by the RM and are relatively complicated, as the next hop is either the

CH of a node or a child if the node itself is CH. However the hierarchical addressing
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makes next hop calculation relatively simple as represented by Equation 4.2. The

following sections provide details of the proposed control protocol that employs

Equation 4.2 for the route calculation.

4.3.1 Offline Spare Capacity Allocation

The SC is the spare space, allocated within a CAP during an offline scheduling.

The quantity of the SC in a particular cluster depends on the parameters of the

expected SEs of the node. These parameters are used during the offline schedule

calculation by an offline scheduler (OS). Therefore, the resultant CAP is sufficient

to accommodate all of the feasible SEs. If an SE occurs at a node, then the node

sends a GTS Request to the corresponding CH, which in response, allocates space

from the SC of the CAP. Such an allocation request never fails due to the presence

of adequate SC within the CAP.

Although the SEs are aperiodic events, by considering a hypothetical period equal

to the maximum occurrence frequency, the OS is able to generate a worst case

schedule, in which all of the SEs can be accommodated. If the SE is feasible, then

the generated schedule will be such that the delay of the sporadic tasks will be

less than or equal to the deadline of these tasks. Next, a term Laxity is defined.

Laxity is a measure of how much the schedule of a sporadic event can be delayed

still meeting the deadline. The laxity calculation is given in Equation 3.6 and the

calculation of DV, on the basis of laxity, used to perform the feasibility test is

given in Equation 3.7. The on-line feasibility test is one of the contributions of

this work and is described in Section 3.6.
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4.3.2 Packet Routing and On-line Reactive GTS Reserva-

tion

When every sporadic packet has to have a different destination, then the routing

decisions must be made at each of the node en-route the destination. The rout-

ing decisions are made at the RM at the network layer, as shown in Figure 4.2.

Whenever a sporadic packet reaches the MAC layer of a node from another node,

the packet is forwarded to the RM to decide the next hop. The next hop might be

the parent or the child of the current node. Consider the network shown in Figure

4.3(a) and the corresponding tree that is presented in Figure 4.3(b), which is com-

posed of three clusters, named Cluster 1, Cluster 2, and Cluster 3. An SE occurs

at node N1 and must traverse the clusters to reach the sink node N2. As for the

RM decision, three types of GTS allocation protocols are followed: (i)Upstream

allocation (for a node to its parent), as shown in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 at Tag

A, and (ii)Downstream allocation (for a node to its children), as shown in Figures

4.3 and 4.4 at Tag B. There is also a third type of GTS allocation protocol that is

the hybrid of the two aforementioned basic cases, as shown with Tag C in Figure

4.3 and Figure 4.4.

N1
PC

R1

R2
R3

R4

N2

A

B

C

Cluster 1 Cluster 2

Cluster 3

b

(a) Cluster Tree

N1

Cluster Head

R1 R2 R3 R4

N2

AB

C

(b) Tree Structure

Figure 4.3: Upstream, Downstream and Hybrid GTS Allocation

Figure 4.4 shows the corresponding GTS allocations at various stages of the cluster

traversal. Tag A, Tag B, and Tag C correspond to both Figure 4.3, and Figure

4.4.
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Figure 4.4: GTS Allocations at Various Stages of the Cluster Traversal

In the following paragraphs, the proposed protocol to be implemented to handle

the above mentioned three cases, is described. Figure 4.5 shows the flow chart

representing the CPAGA routing module belonging to the above mentioned three

cases which are described in the following paragraphs.

Upstream GTS Allocation/Inflation: A sporadic event occurs at N1 and

the corresponding RM decides that the next hop of the data packet towards the

destination is R4 (the parent of the current node). The data can be sent to the

designated next hop R4 during the CFP of Cluster 1, of which the designated node

is the CH. To realize this, the sporadic packet needs a T GTS to be allocated for

N1 by R4. Therefore, N1 uses the GTS Request primitive to request R4 for the

allocation of a T GTS in the forthcoming BI.

Due to the reception of the GTS Request and the resultant GTS allocation (Tag

A in 4.3 and, Figure 4.4), R4 comes to know that it will receive a sporadic packet

in the next BI.
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Figure 4.5: Flow Chart Representing Routing in CPAGA

Downstream GTS Allocation/Inflation Protocol: When R2 receives an

unsolicited GTS allocation in a Beacon frame, R2 finds (with the help of RM)

that it will receive a sporadic packet in the forthcoming BI. The RM of the node

finds that N2 (which is one of its children) is the next hop for the sporadic packet.
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Therefore, R2, implicitly allocates an R GTS in the next Beacon. Tag B in Figure

4.3 and, Figure 4.4 represents resultant R GTS allocation.

Hybrid GTS Allocation/Inflation: After the receipt of GTS Request from

N1, the next beacon from R4 contains a T GTS allocated to N1. Therefore the

N1 will send the sporadic packet during the forthcoming beacon period through

the T GTS, to R4. The R4 (due to the receipt of GTS Request from N1) analyzes

that the PC will be the next hop for the sporadic packets under consideration.

Therefore the R4 implicitly sends a GTS Request towards the PC for a T GTS

to be allocated before hand. The PC, upon the reception of such a GTS Request,

finds (using RM) that the PC must also allocate an R GTS to the R2, as it will be

the next hop for the packet. Therefore, the PC allocates a T GTS for R4 and an

R GTS for R2. Such a twin allocation by the PC, in response to the implicit GTS

Request from R4, is referred to as the Hybrid GTS allocation and is represented

by the Tag C in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4.

The explicit GTS Request is proposed to be initiated at the node where the event

occurred. All the transit upstream propagation use implicit GTS Request for

the upstream GTS allocation. Whereas, the downstream GTS requirement of a

node is fulfilled implicitly when a node receives a beacon from the CH. Because

such a GTS is received without a corresponding GTS Request, referred to as

an unsolicited GTS allocation. The above mentioned technique (unsolicited GTS

allocation) does not violate the IEEE 802.15.4 standard , as a CH can allocate/de-

allocate the GTS on its discretion.

4.4 The CPAGA Implementation and the IEEE

802.15.4 Standard Compliance

The routing decisions are made at the network layer by the RM. In the original

implementation of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard, the routing decisions are made
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when a data packet is received at the MAC layer depending on the destination

of the packet. However, in the case of the CPAGA, there are other issues to be

considered: (i) when a data packet is received, (ii) when a GTS Request is received

and, (iii) when a beacon is received. The implementation of the CPAGA requires

changes in the algorithm at various levels and the related data structures of the

IEEE 802.15.4 standard.

The CPAGA uses a reactive GTS allocation that requires an implicit and instan-

taneous GTS allocation for efficient bandwidth utilization. The RM produces the

next hop address that a packet (data, GTS Request or beacon) uses to reach the

destination. The RM needs the current node’s address and the destination address

to calculate the next hop address. The current implementation of the GTS Re-

quest and the beacon frame does not carry the destination address. Therefore,one

must modify the format. Moreover, modifications are needed in the algorithms

that create and utilize such packets according to the CPAGA.

4.4.1 The CPAGA GTS Request

The main idea behind introducing the CPAGA GTS Request and the correspond-

ing GTS transmission/reception algorithm is to obtain sufficient space within the

CFP for the propagation of the sporadic packets. After the occurrence of the SE

at a node, the node creates an explicit GTS Request and sends the request to

the CH. The receiver of the request, if not the destination, implicitly generates a

CPAGA GTS Request and forwards the request to one of the neighbors towards

the destination node. The RM decides the next hops. To include the destination

node address, the GTS Request packet fields must be modified. From the litera-

ture survey, similar modifications are found to have been introduced by Koubaa et

al. [87], where the reserved 6th bit of the Allocation Type field of the GTS charac-

teristics frame was used to carry the information of interest. The same technique is

adapted here to carry the destination address within the GTS Request. Therefore
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the GTS characteristics frame is modified to carry the destination node address.

The modified GTS characteristics frame comprises the fields, as shown in Figure

4.6(a).

GTS Length GTS
Direction

Characteristics
Type

Allocation
Type Reserved

bits 0-3 4 5 6 7

(a) The GTS characteristics extension Field Format

Destination Address
bits 0-15

(b) Destination Address Field

Figure 4.6: The CPAGA GTS Request with Embedded Destination Address

When the destination address is to be carried within the GTS Request, the allo-

cation type bit is set to one. This bit is set zero by default. Therefore when the

receiver of the GTS Request finds that the allocation type bit is set to one, then

the receiver knows that the received GTS Request is not a regular GTS Request

but is a Sporadic GTS Request. In this way, the receiver can extract the desti-

nation address of the sporadic destination that is to travel within the slot. The

receiver uses this address for the proactive reservation of the GTSs.

The IEEE 802.15.4 Standard Compliant CPAGA Beacon Frame The

beacon frame usually contains information about one or more of the GTSs in re-

sponse to the GTS Requests from various children of the node in the GTS list field

of the beacon frame. However, the CPAGA requires an unsolicited sporadic GTS

allocation within a beacon frame, as described in Section 4.3.2. Such a sporadic

GTS is to carry the address of the sink node along, with the GTS List. The default

formation of the beacon is such that it contains a list of GTS descriptors [45]. The

GTS descriptor count field of the GTS specification field has the length equal to

that of the GTS list. If the inflation flag bit of the GTS specification field is set to

one, then the next byte after GTS list is bit-mapped sporadic specifier, equal in bit
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length to the descriptor count Figure 4.7(b). Each bit of the bit-mapped sporadic

specifier is related to one element of the GTS Descriptor List, and if set to one, it

indicates that the corresponding GTS has a sporadic allocation. There is another

list of the sporadic Allocation Parameters after the bit-mapped Sporadic Specifier.

The length of the list is equal to the number of “ones” in the bit-mapped Sporadic

Specifier. Each element of the sporadic Allocation Parameters is composed of two

fields namely the SPLength and the DAddress. The SPLength is the space of the

GTSs reserved for sporadic data transmission, and the DAddress is the destination

address of the sporadic data for which such an allocation has been made. This

is the field on the basis of which, implicit and reactive generation of a beacon is

possible.

bits 0-2 4-6 7
GTS Descriptor

Count GTS PermitReserved

3
Inflation Flag

(a) Modified GTS Specifications

offset0

Bitmapped
Sporadic Specifier

n

b

n+1

SPLengthDAddress

0 1 0 1 1 0 1

GTS Descriptor List

(b) Appended GTS List

Figure 4.7: Modified Beacon Frame Contents
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Special care has been taken while suggesting a modification in GTS Specification

and GTS Descriptor List to keep CPAGA Beacon frame the IEEE 802.15.4 stan-

dard compliant. The modified beacon frame is shown in Figure 4.7 The third bit

of the GTS specification is a “donot care“ bit according to standard, but is defined

as an inflation flag bit for the CPAGA usage 4.7(a). In the CPAGA, the inflation

flag bit, if set to one, indicates the presence of an extra information at the end of

the GTS descriptor list as shown in Figure 4.7(b). A node with the CPAGA imple-

mentation will be able to correctly interpret the standard beacon frame received

from a node with the non-CPAGA implementation. This is because such a beacon

will never contain the inflation flag bit of the GTS characteristics specifier set to

one. Therefore, the inter-operability will not be an issue. Similarly, the standard

implementation can accept the GTS list sent by the CPAGA implementation.

Data Frame The data frame already contains a field to hold the address of the

sink node. Therefore, no modification is required in the data frame format for the

CPAGA.

4.4.2 Sporadic Slot De-allocation/Deflation

The de-allocation of the sporadic allocations is implicit. The allocation/inflation

remains there for “one” BI, after which, it is automatically considered de-allocated

by the child node, as well as the CH. For the purpose of automatic deflation, the

nodes keep a record of the accumulated inflation size of a slot for all of the nodes.

The deflation occurs after one beacon implicitly.

4.5 Summary

The design of DIID protocol, as discussed in chapter 4 was restricted to the prop-

agation of sporadic data to the root node. Its design, however enabled the use of

GTS inflation mechanism to keep the standard compliance intact. The CPAGA
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protocol removed the limited application of DIID. It is now possible to decide about

and carry any feasible sporadic event data, provided sufficient time is present be-

tween the scheduled delay and the deadline (known as laxity), along with periodic

event data without disturbing the periodic data deadlines. When laxity is present

occurred event is accepted, otherwise it is rejected. The important point is that

propagation is now possible from any source to any destination node for which

feasibility check has been performed offline.
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5.1 Introduction

Most of the work found in literature and reviewed in this document consists of the

techniques to generate offline schedule of real-time events. Out of this, the [53,

55, 56, 57] are about the scheduling of soft real-time quality of service provision.

The [46, 50, 53, 54] support multi-hop communication, but none of these supports

hard real-time tasks. Additionally the reviewed work also includes the processor

scheduling since this reveals ideas useful for bandwidth scheduling.

All of the work is related to the offline scheduling techniques. The simulations of

most of those works prove the novelty by showing that they give better throughput

than others. For them, the proof of concept is a comparative throughput analysis.

Those who have improved the contention mechanism for on-line scheduling to

provide qualities of service also prove their novelty by throughput analysis. The

comparison usually proves the supremacy of one scheme over the other. Therefore

the one which can schedule more events is considered better.

On the other hand, the on-line scheduling protocol for sporadic events is about

the control protocol which can follow the offline schedule. This is relatively easy

for periodic events (because the periodic events are predictable and the generated

schedule can be adapted on-line without modifications), but is complicated for the

sporadic events (although offline schedule can be generated yet before its adapta-

tion on-line test is to be performed to ensure their in time delivery. The major part

of current work is about the adaptation of the static sporadic schedule (schedule

generated by the offline scheduler) such that sporadic data are guaranteed to reach

the destination within the committed deadline.

The hard real-time scheduling is different from all these works. This is due to

the fact that the primary and most important requirement of hard real-time data

processing or data propagation systems is the time-guaranteed delivery of data.

Similarly, the protocol which can propagate the sporadic data at the earliest before
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the deadline is not considered the best one. This is because such an effort might

un-necessarily, take the time which might have been utilized for other services

like the best effort. In this regard, techniques have been proposed to use an

offline hard real-time scheduling method to generate the schedule of a set of known

periodic and expected (although random) sporadic events utilizing any off-the-

shelf offline scheduler. The resultant schedule is used with the proposed the IEEE

802.15.4 standard on-line control protocol to adapt the generated static offline

schedule (the schedule for sporadic events) at the occurrence of sporadic event.

The work is a complete set of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard frame modifications

and protocol. Therefore, it is proved that given a static periodic task schedule and

an adaptable sporadic task schedule, when a sporadic event occurs and is accepted

for propagation, it reaches the sink node before the deadline. The simulation is,

therefore, run with a set of sporadic and periodic tasks and simulation traces are

collected and analyzed to prove the correctness of proposed protocol.

In Chapter 3 the “Dynamic Inflation and Implicit Deflation (DIID)” protocol and

in Chapter 4 the “Control Protocol for Any-to-Any GTS Allocation (CPAGA)”

were discussed in detail. These protocols enable the IEEE 802.15.4 standard to

carry sporadic data along with periodic data from the source to the sink node.

The validity of the proposed scheme is proved by simulation.

The Opnet was selected from among various simulators (ns-2, OMNet and Opnet).

Selection of Opnet is due to the following reasons:

• The requirement to simulate the TDMA based GTS allocation for timing

accuracy was most important. The Opnet being a commercial product gives

more timing accuracy as compared to other open source simulators like OM-

Net and ns-2.

• Ease of debugging was another reason for the selection of Opnet as the

simulator of choice.
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• The powerful front end makes Opnet easy to create models of networks.

Opnet supports the importing of network model using the XML is very sup-

portive of creating a network for simulation and adjustment of the network

parameters.

• The timer interrupt handling mechanism of Opnet is much easier as com-

pared to other networks due to a powerful API supported by Opnet.

• The academic version of Opnet is available free of charge.

Moreover, the source code of cluster tree scheduling for the IEEE 802.15.4 stan-

dard from [44] was available for Opnet which was used as the basis for this work.

In Sections 5.2 through 5.5, the correctness of contributions in this document is

verified through simulation. The simulated cluster tree network consists of a small

number of nodes. However, even with the network of this size, all the expected

scenarios can be verified. These scenarios are independent of the size of the network

and their proofs verify their validity for any size of cluster tree network. In Section

5.6, the current work will be compared with other similar works from literature

and comment on similarities and differences.

In order to make the proposed protocols and their implementation energy efficient,

the volume of control messages is kept low by many implicit decision making as

has been discussed during the description of individual protocols. In Section 5.7,

it is shown how, with minimal increase in energy, propagation of the sporadic data

from sensor to sink is made possible.

Different Stages of the Verification Process Figure 5.1 shows different

stages of the network design and its simulation during this exercise. The resultant

network was used in Opnet. The Opnet executed a modified 802.15.4 protocol

implementing the proposed modifications capable of handling the SEs alongwith

PEs. The results of the simulator were collected in the form of traces representing

various time related activities and these results were tabulated. Multiple tables of
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the simulation traces from different sections (of interest) of the overall simulation

traces were collected and then discussed and validated to comply with different

sections of the proposed protocols.

Offline
Scheduler OPNET

Set of periodic &
Sporadic events
Parameters

Network Parameters
Feasible Event Parameters,

Event set is

Resultant

Traces
Simulation

Adjustment

Periodic Event
Sporadic Event

not feasible
Parameter

Schedule for Tasks
D

C
B

A
b

Figure 5.1: Flow of Activities for Design of a Network Which can Propagate
a Set of Sporadic Events

5.2 Simulation Model and the Analysis for Val-

idation

The simulation of the proposed protocols is done using Opnet 4.5. Network

topology under consideration is cluster topology since this topology, permits real-

time communication over multiple hops using the IEEE 802.15.4 standard MAC.

The communication is error free. Therefore, no acknowledgment is required for

data transmission.

A set of periodic and sporadic events were passed through the complete scheduling

steps. These steps are shown in Figure 5.1 and include:

• Offline scheduling was used to find out a feasible set of periodic and sporadic

event, out of a given set of events as shown by tags A.

• The offline scheduler generated network parameters B and the schedule of

SEs and PEs (Tag C) for use with the simulator.

• The resultant network and parameters of the selected feasible events was

then used by the network simulator.
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• The IEEE 802.15.4 standard protocol was modified to implement the pro-

posed MAC protocol. The simulated network was, therefore, configured to

use the network parameters generated by the offline scheduler. The event

parameters are also set forth in the individual nodes before the start of

simulation. This includes the periodic and sporadic event parameters.

• The simulation was then started for a certain period of time. During this

time period, the periodic events occur according to the feasible event set A.

The sporadic events were to be either selected or rejected based on the time

of occurrence of sporadic events. The timing information was collected from

the simulation traces D. These traces were analyzed in detail to verify the

validity of proposed MAC protocol.

5.2.1 Evaluation Metrics

Evaluation of the proposed protocol was done by observing the simulation traces

generated by the OPENET. The simulation traces were in the form of a large text

file containing huge information. Out of these traces Table 5.4 was generated. The

analysis of these traces was done for the validation of the proposed protocol to

verify the:

• Acceptance and rejection of sporadic events

• Deadline orientation of the sporadic events

• Immunity of periodic data propagation due to sporadic data propagation

5.3 The Simulated Network

The proposals described in Chapter 3 are implemented in Opnet and results are

collected to verify correctness of proposed protocol. A network of “eight” nodes

is simulated. It contains “four” routers (R1 to R4) and “four” end nodes (N5 to
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N8). The nodes are arranged in ”four“ clusters. The clusters overlap each other as

shown in Figure 5.2(a) and are arranged in a tree as shown in Figure 5.2(b). Each

cluster is headed by a router. Clusters are named after their heads (cluster 1 to

cluster 4). Periodic events flow from any node to any other node. Using the offline

scheduler, a feasible set, f={p,s}, of “two” types of events p and s are chosen for

simulation. p is a set of “two” periodic flows {Flow1, Flow2}.

N6

N7

N8

Cluster 1

Cluster 4

Cluster 2

Cluster 3

Sporadic Data
Periodic Flow

Router
End Node

Root, Sporadic sinkLegend

R4

N5

R3bc

R2
R1

(a)

R3

R4

R2

N5

R1

N8

N6 N7

(b)

Figure 5.2: The Simulated Network

Events from node N8 constitute Flow 1, having a destination of node N7. Flow 2

consists of periodic packets from nodes N5, and N6 towards R4. The parameters

of periodic flows are shown in upper two rows of Table 5.1. On the other hand, s

is a set of “two” nodes (N7 and N5) that generate sporadic events. The sporadic

data generated by N7 and N5 are destined for R4 and R3 respectfully. Parameters
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of the sporadic event used for offline scheduling purpose are also shown in the

lower two rows of Table 5.1.

The offline scheduler was used to schedule a set of periodic events. Thereafter

two sporadic events (one at node N5 and the other at node N6) were found to be

feasible for scheduling along-with the periodic events. Following section gives the

selected events, their parameters and the generated schedule.

Feasible Event Parameters Table 5.1 gives the set of PEs and SEs found to

be feasible by the offline TDCS. Reading Table 5.1 with the help of Figure 5.2(a)

shows that nodes N8, N5 and N6 can generate periodic events (shown in row 1,

and 2 of Table 5.1). The destination, deadline, sample size and period of PEs

to be generated by these nodes is shown in column 3, 4, 5 and 6 of the Table

5.1 respectively. Nodes N5 and N7 can sense SEs with the parameters shown at

various columns of row 3 and 4 of Table 5.1. The column 6 of the table for row

number 3 and 4 gives maximum frequency with which these events can occur.

Table 5.1: Parameters of the Feasible Events

Type Source Dest Deadline Sample Size Period/Freq
Periodic N8 R4 0.5 64 0.5
Periodic N5,N6 R3 0.1,0.75 16 1

Sporadoc N7 R4 1 16 1
Sporadic N5 R3 0.947 16 1

Simulation Parameters The values in the GTS column of Tables 5.2(a), and

5.2(b) are in the sub-scripted format like Sn, where S is the number of slots

required for node n. The sub-columns T and R under the GTS column, represent

the slots reserved for transmission or reception, respectively.

The difference in the schedule due to the presence and absence of SEs is graphically

represented in Figure 5.3. This figure is generated on the basis of Table 5.2. Figure

5.3 shows three bar graphs. The topmost bar of Figure 5.3 belongs to the Table
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Table 5.2: Parameters of Periodic and Sporadic Events Used for Off-line
Scheduling

(a) Offline schedule for Periodic events

GTS
Cluster No. Start Time SO BO Start Slot T T T R R

1 0 1 5 10 12 13 12 23
2 46.08 0 5 8 25 24 44
3 30.72 0 5 10 26 47
4 430.08 0 5 14 28

(b) Offline schedule for Periodic+Sporadic events

GTS
Cluster No. Start Time SO BO Start Slot T T T R R

1 0 1 5 6 22 23 14 22 33
2 46.08 1 5 10 25 14 34
3 30.72 0 5 8 26 210 47
4 430.08 0 5 14 28

5.2(a). It shows the active period of each of the 4 clusters. In this bar it can

be seen that the clusters 1,3 and 4 have some spare capacity (SC). However the

SC of cluster 2 is negligible. Due to the absence of SC, no further GTSs can be

accommodated in these clusters. The middle horizontal bar of Figure 5.3 belongs

to the Table 5.2(b). The GTSs for SEs are not shown in this figure. The SE GTSs

will be dynamically allocated at the time of occurrence of SE. It can, however, be

seen that the presence of SE modifies the schedule by adjusting the SO of cluster 2

from SO=1 to SO=2. This adjustment results in the increase in the SC of cluster

from a negligible value (as shown in the topmost bar) to a sufficiently large value,

as can be viewed in the middle bar. The increase in the SC results in the fact that

now GTS can be allocated in cluster 2 as well.

The lowest bar in Figure 5.3 shows how the change in SO for cluster 2 expands

the spare capacity, and enables the extra GTS allocation dynamically at the time

of occurrence of SE. Therefore, e.g., two slots starting at slot number 14 in the

middle row under cluster 2 can be seen to be inflated to 3 slots starting from slot

number 13 in the lowest bar.
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Figure 5.3: Schedule with Spare Capacity for Sporadic Events

With the help of these parameters, the Opnet simulation scenario was created.

The scenario was executed and simulation traces were collected for validation and

analysis purpose.

5.4 The Offline Feasibility and Laxity

The decision variable (DV), as described in Section 3.3.2.2 and Equation 3.7, is

calculated by the offline scheduler after a feasible set of events is found and the

schedule of these events is generated. DV is set equal to “zero” if the laxity >= BI

and “true” otherwise. This value is later used during the online acceptance test

to accept or reject the occurred sporadic event. Table 5.3 shows the DV values

calculated by the offline scheduler. It can be seen that DV is true for flow 4. It

means that the deadline for flow 4 has sufficient laxity to accommodate the related

event even if the event is released in a non CAP period. On the other hand the

false DV in case of flows 1, 2, and 3 is indicative of the fact that the related events
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are acceptable only if they occur during the CAP period sufficiently before the

end of CAP period.

Table 5.3: Delay, Laxity and the Decision Variable (DV) when BI= 491.52
Sec

SNo. # Src/Dest E2E Delay Deadline Laxity DV=
(Cluster #) (mSec) (mSec) Deadline-Delay Laxity>=BI

1 4/3 0.048000 0.049920 1.920 false
2 3/2 0.5280 0.749760 221.76 false
3 3/2 0.5280 0.999360 471.36 false
4 2/1 0.455040 0.948480 493.440 true

5.5 Validation of the Proposed Protocols

In this section the CPAGA will be validated through simulation traces with a

complete run of simulation of sporadic alongwith periodic events. Tables 5.4 is a

snapshot of the collected traces. This table shows the acceptance of an SE within

CAP and the rejection of another SE during sleep period due to insufficient laxity.

It also shows the acceptance of an SE which occurred during sleep period and was

accepted due to laxity. Before the start of the analysis of the traces shown in this

table, conventions that will be considered during the generation of this tables are

presented below.

5.5.1 Terminologies and Conventions

• The first column of the table shows line number followed by the simulation

time in seconds. The encircled row number represents some activity related

to SEs. The second column (src/dst) represents the source and destination

of a particular activity. Bracket around a source node name represent the

originator of a packet, and a bracket around a destination represents the

final destination of the packet. Non bracketed node names are the immediate
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source or destination of the packet. e.g., (N8)/(R4) tells that the node N8

generated this packet for Node R4. The absence of a particular source or

destination of an activity is represented by a hyphen.

• Each of the forthcoming columns (column number three onward) represent

the activities in a particular node. As can be seen by observing the column

headings, these columns are arranged in a way that the adjacent columns

belong to a particular cluster. Since nodes can belong to more than one clus-

ter, therefore, there are multiple cluster headings. e.g., the node 2 belongs

to cluster 2 and cluster 1.

• Activities related to the PEs are represented by regular fonts.

• Activities related to the SEs are shown by red or green colors. Green color

represents one SE flow, whereas another SE flow is represented by the red

color.

• The beacon reception activity is shown as (#T,#R). The T or R in the

bracket represents the number of GTSs contained within the received beacon.

For example, (2T, 0R) under the column for Node N6 represents that two

transmit and no receive slot is allocated for the node N6. The values in red

color represent allocations/inflations for sporadic data. The red color in the

GTS represents an inflated or sporadic only GTS received in a beacon. e.g.,

(5T, 3R) shows that 5 transmit slots are for PE and 3 receive slots are for

SE.

• BCN represents a Beacon, BCN-tx is Beacon transmission and BCN-rx is

beacon reception.

• Data-tx and data-rx are data packet transmission and reception respectively.

• SE Dlvrd or PE Dlvrd shows the delivery of sporadic or periodic data packet

to their final destination.
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• SE Acc shows acceptance and SE rej shows rejection of the sporadic event.

• Static GTS is the GTS allocated for PEs. This allocation remains intact

throughout the life of network.

• Dynamic GTS is the GTS allocated/inflated dynamically due to the occur-

rence of the sporadic event and remains allocated for one beacon period.

• TDCS period is the time after which the complete schedule of the network

repeats. In a cluster tree, the first beacon is transmitted by the PAN co-

ordinator which, in the considered example, is node R1. The child nodes

then transmit the beacon and the process continues down the tree. After

the TDCS period, the process repeats starting from the PAN coordinator.

In this respect Figure 5.4 shows the transmission of beacon from the PC at

lines 1, 28, 57 and 89.

• Network convergence

5.5.2 Validation of Online Acceptance Test, DIID and CPAGA

Table 5.4 shows a snapshot of simulation traces (from time 9.861696 (line 1) to

11.334112 seconds (line number 95a)) which includes about three TDCS periods

(from line 1 to line 26, from line 28 to 56, from line 57 to line 88 and from line

89 onwards). Two types of events can be seen to have occurred: the PEs and the

SEs. Line numbers 19, 50, and 83 show the occurrence of PEs at nodes N8 and

N5, and N8 respectively. On the other hand, three SEs occurred at nodes N7,

N5, and N5 seen at lines 3, 19 and 83 respectively. Out of these SEs two (line

number 3 and 19) were accepted and one was rejected (line number 83). One of

the two accepted SEs and corresponding activities are shown in red color whereas

the other events and corresponding activities are shown in green color in Table

5.4.
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5.5.2.1 GTS Allocation for PEs

The periodic events are the events which are expected to occur periodically, and

their time of occurrence and periodicity is known offline. Their schedule (in the

form of GTS requirements of individual nodes) is generated offline and followed

online. These GTSs are static or non-volatile.

Static GTSs The GTSs allocated to nodes for the propagation of PEs are static,

since, once allocated during the network convergence period, remain allocated

throughout the life of network. e.g., the GTS allocated to node N8 are static as

can be seen under the column N8 at row numbers 21, 52 and 84. The (2T, 0R)

shows that 2 transmit slots are allocated to node N8.

5.5.2.2 DIID and GTS Allocation for SE

According to the IEEE 802.15.4 standard, two slots (a transmit and receive slot)

can be allocated to a node. When a slot is already allocated to a node, another

transmit or receive slot cannot be allocated to it. The DIID, however, modifies

this behavior by inflating a slot if a node is already allocated a slot and a new GTS

request is received by the CH. This behavior can be observed under the CH R2 at

line 75 when N5 receives a GTS request and as a result, the exiting transmit GTS

shown as (1T, 0R) under N5 at line 43 is inflated to (2T,0R) under N5 at line 75.

The observation validates the dynamic inflation part of the DIID. The inflation is

auto deflatable and goes away after one beacon as can be seen under N5 at line 96

where the allocation returns to original, the (1T, 0R). The observation validates

the implicit deflation mechanism of the DIID protocol.

Another observation which validated a different implicit de-allocation scenario

can be seen under N7 at line 37 where a new GTS is allocated to N7 by R3 (from

(0T,4R) to (2T,4R)) and is implicitly de-allocated in the next received beacon

observable under N7 at line 68 which returns back to (0T,4R).
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5.5.2.3 CPAGA and GTS Allocation for SE

The sporadic events are the events which occur randomly. The GTSs for the prop-

agation of such random events are allocated as per requirement (acceptance of an

SE triggers the allocation of GTSs). The DIID was validated in section 5.5.2.2 and

CPAGA is being validated in this section 5.5.2.3. Both these proposed protocols

govern the allocation of instantaneous GTSs for the use of SE propagation.

Explicit GTS Request for GTS Allocation An example of such dynamic

GTS allocation can be seen under column N7. The original GTS was (0T,4R) as

shown at line number 1 which becomes (2T, 4R) at line number 37, and after one

TDCS period again deflated to (0T, 4R) as in line number 68. The dynamic GTS

request is initiated by the occurrence of an SE. Allocation on different transit

nodes can be in response to a)explicit GTS request, b)implicit GTS request or

c)unsolicited. For example, an SE occurred at line number 3 under N7.

An explicit GTS request is therefore sent to R3, the cluster head of N7. R3 receives

the GTS request at line number 4. In response to this implicit GTS request, a

transmit GTS is allocated to N7 and is received at line number 37 under N7.

Implicit GTS Request for GTS Allocation An implicit GTS request is sent

by R3 to its CH, R1. This can be seen at line number 30 under R1. In response

to this request the preallocated transmit GTS, 1T which was for R3, is inflated to

2T to accommodate SE In addition, an unsolicited receive GTS is also allocated

to R1 since the destination of data is towards R2. Both these inflated GTS can

be seen at line 57 under R2 and R3. These allocations were dynamic and can be

seen to have deflated after one TDCS period at line 89 under R2 and R3.

Unsolicited GTS Allocation The third type of corresponding unsolicited al-

location can be seen at line 75 under R4. This inflation of received GTS is not a

direct response to any GTS request but is done by R2, the CH of R4 due to the
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fact that sporadic data are destined to R4. This allocation is also dynamic and

can be seen to deflate after one TDCS period at line number 96 under R4

5.5.2.4 Acceptance Test for SE

Acceptance Due to Right Time of Occurrence The right time of occurrence

for an SE is during the CAP period such that there is still enough time before

the end of CAP that a GTS request can be transmitted. In such cases the AT

will accept the SE. The time required to transmit GTS request is 0.00183 seconds.

For example an SE occurred at 3.862 seconds (line number 3) under N7. This is

the CAP of cluster 3, the CH of N7. The time before the end of CAP (3.86352

seconds) is equal to 3.870720-3.862=0.00872 seconds. This value (0.00872 seconds)

is greater than 0.00183 seconds and is enough to transmit GTS request. This SE

is therefore accepted. The GTS request can be seen to have been received under

node R3 at line number 4.

Acceptance/Rejection due to Laxity Another SE occurs under N5 as seen

at line 19. The time at which the SE occurs is the sleep period of cluster 2 (parent

cluster of N5). GTS request cannot be transmitted to the CH during this period.

However, it can be seen from Table 5.3, row 4, that the OS calculated the DV on

the basis of Laxity to be equal to one. This is because the required deadline of

the event from node N5 to R3 is 0.947 seconds (Table 5.1), whereas the schedule

generated by the OS can deliver it in 0.455 seconds (Table 5.3, column 3, row 4).

As a result, the Laxity of 493 msec (948-455) is present. The Laxity (493 msec)

being greater than one BI (491.52 msec) the value of DV is true (Table 5.3, column

6, row 4). Due to this DV, the transmission of GTS request can be delayed for the

next BI and SE is therefore accepted. Had this SE occurred during the CAP, GTS

would have allocated during next beacon at line 43 under N5. However, due to its

occurrence during the sleep period the GTS can be seen to have been allocated, one

Beacon later, at line 75 under N5. The sporadic transmission started during the
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CFP of cluster 2 (by 10.882560 seconds (line 77) and was delivered during the CFP

of cluster 1(line 91). The time taken for this transmission is 11.328928-10.883680

= 0.455248 seconds which is less than the required deadline (0.947 seconds).
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Table 5.4: Validation of On-line Acceptance Test and SE/PE Propagation

#-Time Src/Dst Cluster 4 XXXX Cluster 1 XXXX

XXXX Cluster 2 XXXX Cluster 3

N8 R4 N5 R2 R1 R3 N7 N6

1 9.861696 /N7,N6 (0T,4R) (2T,0R)

2 CAP Start

3 9.86200 /(R4) SE,Acc

4 9.864352 N7/R3 Req Rx

5 9.870720 CAP End

6 9.871648 (N6)/(R4) Data-Tx

8 9.873760 (N8) PE dlvrd

9 CFP End

11 9.87705 /R4,N5 (1T,2R) (1T,0R)

12 CAP Start

13 9. CAP End

14 9.900640 (N8)/(N7) Data-Rx

15 9.902368 (N5)/(R3) Data-Rx

16 9.903008 (N5)/(R4) Data-Tx

17 9.904928 (N5)/(R4) PE dlvrd

18 CFP End

19 10.00000 N5,N8 [PE-N7] SE, Acc, Lax

21 10.307136 /N8 (2T,0R)

22 CAP Start

23 CAP End

25 10.321760 (N8)/(N7) Data-Rx

26 CFP End

28 10.323096 /R2,R3 (1T,1R) (1T,2R)

29 CAP Start

30 10.326432 Req rx

31 CAP End

32 10.344160 (N8)/(N7) Data-Rx

33 10.345888 R3/(R4) Data-Rx

34 10.348000 (N8)/(N7) Data-Rx

35 10.349728 R1/(R4) Data-Rx

36 CFP End

37 10.353408 /N7,N6 (2T,4R) (2T,0R)

38 CAP Start

39 10.360320 CAP End

40 10.361248 (N7)/(R4) Data-Rx

41 10.365280 (N8) PE dlvrd

42 10.368000 CFP End

43 10.368576 /R4,N5 (1T,2R) (1T,0R)

44 CAP Start

45 10.371872 Req rx

46 CAP End

47 10.392160 (N8)/(N7) Data-Rx

48 10.395808 (N6) PE Dlvrd

49 10.398720 CFP End

50 10.50000 N5,N8 [PE-N7] [PE-R4]

51 10.657200 N6 [PE-R4]

52 10.798656 /N8 (2T,0R)

53 CAP Start

54 CFP Start

55 10.812640 (N8)/(N7) Data-Rx

56 CFP End

57 10.814592 /R2,R3 (1T,2R) (2T,2R)

58 CAP Start

59 CAP End

60 10.816352 Req rx

61 10.831840 /(N7) Data-Rx

62 10.833568 R3/(R4) Data-Rx

63 10.837600 /(N7) Data-Rx

64 10.839168 (N5)/(R3) Data-Rx

65 CFP End

68 10.844736 /N7,N6 (0T,4R) (2T,0R)

69 CAP Start

70 CAP End

71 10.854688 N6/(R4) Data-Rx

72 10.85688 (N8),R3 PEDlvrd

73 CFP End

75 10.860096 /R4,N5 (1T,3R) (2T,0R)

76 CAP Start

77 10.882560 CAP End

78 10.883680 R4/(N7) Data-Rx

79 10.885408 N5/(R4) Data-Rx

80 10.887328 (N7) SE Dlvrd

Delay=

=0.526

81 10.888896 (N5) PE Dlvrd

82 10.89024 CFP End

83 11.0000 (N5),(N8) [PE-N7] SE, Rej-Lax

84 11.290176 /N8 (2T,0R)

85 CAP Start

86 CAP End

87 11.304160 (N8)/(N7) Data-Rx

88 CFP End

89 11.306112 /R2,R3 (2T,1R) (1T,3R)

90 11.306304 CAP Start

91 11.320320 CFP Start

92 11.321248 R2/(R3) Data-Rx

93 11.325088 R3/(N8) Data-Rx

93a11.327200 R2/(N7) Data-Rx

93b11.328928 R2/(N7) Data-Rx

94 11.330656 (N5)/ SE Dlvrd

Delay

=

95 11.332384 /(N8) Data-Rx

95a11.334112 /(N8) Data-Rx

96 11.xxxxxx /R4,N5 (1T,2R) (1T,0R)
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5.6 Comparative Study

The real-time scheduling of sporadic tasks, along with periodic tasks requires work

in two directions. Firstly, to find the schedule for processing and communicating

tasks on different nodes of the network, such that the data can reach the intended

destination on or before the desired deadline. Secondly, to develop control pro-

tocol, so that the generated schedule can be adapted in the intended network

reactively at the occurrence of sporadic event. Table 5.5 reports various research

works [44, 47, 67, 70, 90, 88, 89, 46], in this regard, and their characteristics. None

of these propose any control protocol for sporadic tasks. The work of Choi et

al. [46] does not handle the sporadic events nor energy efficiency. Most of work,

except [44, 47, 88, 89] do not the provided techniques for end-to-end real-time mul-

tihop communication. The proposal in this document provides mechanism for joint

propagation of both the periodic and sporadic events from any node to any other

node, efficiently, over multiple hops.

Table 5.5: Properties of the IEEE 802.15.4 Standard Based Proposals
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CSMA/CA [70] 2005 ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

iGAME [67] 2006 ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓

Offline cluster scheduling [44] 2010 ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

BACCARAT [88] 2010 ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗

Choi et al.[46] 2012 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗

(m,k)-firm pattern spinning [90] 2013 ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗

DIID [47] 2014 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓

CPAGA, [93] 2014 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
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5.7 Energy Efficiency

During simulations, the time taken by each type of data (due to periodic or spo-

radic events) to reach the destination was recorded and compared with the re-

spective deadline. Figure 5.4(a) shows that all of the periodic tasks and all of the

sporadic tasks completed before the deadlines. A small horizontal line at the top

of each vertical bar represents the deadline, and the height of each bar represents

the effective delay. The left side of the figure shows the periodic tasks and the

right side of the figure shows the sporadic tasks. It is to be noted that the effec-

tive delay remains unaltered in the presence and absence of sporadic tasks. This

is because sporadic tasks are scheduled in the SC and the periodic schedule is not

disturbed as expected.
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Figure 5.4: Joint Scheduling of Periodic Flows and Sporadic Events, BO=5:
(a) Delay and Deadlines of Periodic Flows and Sporadic Events and (b) Effect

of Sporadic Scheduling on Energy Consumption
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In another study the increase in the battery consumption between the two “runs”

(with and without the sporadic events) was computed. Bars in Figure 5.4(b),

shows that the propagation of 44 sporadic events (along-with data of 120 peri-

odic events) consumed about 1J of extra energy as compared to the non-sporadic

counterpart where data of only 120 periodic events was successfuly propagated.

The increase in the battery consumption is due to two reasons, (a)transmission of

control packets that were generated on-line for sporadic allocation, and (b)propagation

of sporadic data packets. Due to the implicit decision making, transmission of the

control packets was limited to one packet per sporadic event per hop. Conse-

quently the increase in energy consumption due to handling of sporadic packets

was minimal.

5.8 Effect of Network Scaling and Number of

Sporadic Events

This section shows the reduction in the number of rejections of sporadic events

due the use of Laxity. This effect is shown on various number of sporadic events

and different network sizes. We also observe the effect of increasing number of

sporadic events on the active period of the involved clusters.

5.8.1 Increase in Network Activity due to Number of Spo-

radic Events

The graph in Figure 5.5 shows the effect of increasing number of SEs. A network

of eighty nodes is simulated. There are two PEs, and the number of SEs is varied

from two to twelve. The height of each bar represents the total active period of

all the cluster involved in forwarding the data generated by the occurred sporadic

events.
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Figure 5.5: Effect of the Number of Flows on Cluster Activity

The height of each bar represents the total time for which the clusters involved in

the propagation of flows remain active. It is obvious that the larger the number of

sporadic events, larger is the height of bars, indicating activity at more clusters.

However, it can also be seen that this increase does not remain uniform. Tag A

in Figure 5.5 represents the change of cluster activity between the eight flows and

ten flows. Tag B represents such a change between six and eight flows. Activity

change is much larger in case B as compared to case A. This depends upon the

number of clusters involved in a flow propagation. If two flows share many clusters,

the difference in activity between two flows is minimum. It is, therefore, obvious

that the two extra flows involved in the propagation of ten clusters case involve

mostly the same clusters as in the case of eight flows. On the other hand, similar is

not the case when the number of events is increased from six to eight. Therefore,

the propagation of two new events involves less clusters in common. As a result,

activity change in case of Tag B is obvious.
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5.8.2 Effect of Laxity on the Number of Accepted Sporadic

Events

Figure 5.6 represents the effect of laxity consideration on the acceptance of sporadic

events while keeping the periodic events constant. Although during the offline

scheduling all of these sporadic events were rendered schedulable. The pair of

bars in Figure 5.6 represent the same scheduled events: first without laxity check

and second with laxity check. The number of sporadic events which are accepted

even if these occur during the non-CAP period can be seen to increase in most of

the cases (the right side bar, of each pair of columns, represents the cases where

laxity check is enabled). In the first case of two sporadic events the laxity check

is ineffective since the deadline is such that there is not enough spare capacity

available in the CAP and therefore, there is no laxity available. The laxity check,

although enabled in the case when number of sporadic events is equal to two,

rejects the sporadic event.

Figure 5.6: Rejection of SEs in the Absence of Laxity

On the other hand, in Figure 5.6, the use of laxity to perform on-line acceptability

results in the increase in the number of sporadic events being accepted. This is
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due to the fact that the deadlines of certain sporadic events might be such that

even if the related event occur during non-CAP period, they will still meet the

deadline.

In Figure 5.6, it can be seen that all the events in 4 sporadic event case do not

have spare capacity in the CAP. Result is that there is no change in the number

of accepted sporadic events when laxity is enabled or otherwise. Whereas the

columns representing 10, 12 and 14 sporadic events, since many of the events have

sufficient spare capacity in CAP, therefore, the number accepted events is higher

when laxity is enabled as compared to when it is disabled.

5.8.3 Effect of the Network Size on Cluster Activity

Figure 5.7 shows the effect of an increase in the network size on the cluster activity.

The arguments applicable to Figure 5.5 also apply here. The increase in cluster

activity with the increase in the network size is not uniform. This is because

the activity is dependent on the distance between source and destination of the

sporadic data.

Figure 5.7: Effect of Network Size on the Cluster Activity

In case of large network sizes, more clusters are involved in data propagation from

the source to the destination, and therefore larger cluster activity is apparent.
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Moreover, the number of sporadic events were related to the network size. Hence,

larger sporadic events was generated for larger network sizes and therefore, the

larger cluster activity can be observed.

5.8.4 Effect of Laxity on Sporadic Events in Network of

Varying Sizes

Each column in Figure 5.8 represents SEs occurrence in a network of different size.

It is observable that use of laxity is still an effective way of improving the on-line

acceptance of SEs. In case of first two columns, there is no change in the SEs.

This is due to the fact that the deadlines of SEs were too close and none of these

events occurred during CAP.

Figure 5.8: Effect of Network Size on Acceptance of Sporadic Events

In Figure 5.8, the effect of enabling laxity can be observed. The arguments similar

to those in Section 5.8.2 are valid. Even with a network of eighty nodes, enabling

the laxity results in more SEs being accepted and meeting the deadline. However,

difference is relatively less in case of the 40 node network due to many common

clusters involved in the propagation of new sporadic events.
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5.9 Summary

It was shown through simulations that the use of offline scheduling makes it possi-

ble even for the WSN nodes with limited resources (memory and processing power

etc.) to carry sporadic information to multi-hop away destinations. This requires

a careful design of the network. The careful design means placement of nodes and

adjusting their deadlines. It was shown that the improvement is equally applica-

ble to larger and smaller networks and to small and large number of events. The

only thing that matters is the careful design of the network. This work provides

a scheme for the network design and simulation prior to final deployment of the

network.

The energy consumption is also kept low by many implicit decisions. This keeps

the control traffic low. Although the research targetted the industrial environment

where the nodes might be powered instead of using batteries, however, minimiz-

ing the low traffic results in the possibility of application of the system in other

applications areas where nodes must be operated on battery power.
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6.1 Conclusion

In the wireless sensor networks, sensors are used to gather information from the

environment. This information can be wirelessly transmitted to other nodes for

the desired collaborative action. The WSN has applications in different fields of life

(environment, medical, military, industry to name a few) for solution to numerous

problems. The wireless nature and low cost make the WSN more attractive for

being easy to be laid down as compared to wired solutions. Industrial control is one

such application of WSN where laying down of cables is costly and difficult. The

control system requires deadline oriented real-time communication. The deadline

oriented data propagation among the WSN nodes was the target of this research.

Data is generated in the industry due to two types of events: the periodic and

sporadic events. The sporadic events do not occur regularly in contrast to periodic

events. The periodic data is generated regularly and the communication tasks are

easy to schedule on the transit nodes. Sporadic events are difficult to handle and

their scheduling was the target of this research.

Both the periodic and sporadic events are deadline oriented. All the communica-

tion layers play an important role in meeting the deadline. The MAC layer has

a pivotal role in this respect. Many MAC layer protocols exist but the one pro-

posed by the IEEE 802.15.4 standard has become the de facto industry standard.

The the IEEE 802.15.4 standard supports one-hop real-time communication. The

IEEE 802.15.4 standard does not support sporadic events. The use of MAC layer

of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard for real-time propagation of SEs was therefore the

target of this research.

The problem of sporadic tasks scheduling is also faced by operating systems, where

operating system scheduler has to schedule the micro-processor such that real-

time processing can be completed before the deadline. Micro processor scheduling

community has solved the sporadic task scheduling problem by considering the
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sporadic tasks as periodic tasks with period equal to the maximum frequency of

the sporadic tasks (maximum frequency is said to be known for such tasks). The

equivalent periodic tasks are called as proxy tasks. The scheduler generates a

schedule of such a combination of periodic and proxy (also periodic) tasks. A

similar technique has been defined for scheduling communication tasks on the

transit nodes of the sporadic data. A schedule of bandwidth can be obtained,

having enough space to accommodate sporadic communication tasks.

The scheduling of periodic tasks for the propagation of periodic data across multi-

ple hops has been achieved by many researchers. However, for the IEEE 802.15.4

standard , such a scheme does not exist across multiple hops. The major prob-

lem posed is due to the fact that multi-hop communication in the IEEE 802.15.4

standard is achieved through the use of overlapping clusters. The inter-cluster

scheduling is achieved by [44]. The problem with SEs is that these are not regular

and bandwidth for such communication tasks is only required after the occurrence

of the SEs. Keeping the bandwidth allocated even after the occurred event data

is propagated is a wastage of the bandwidth. This is in contrast to the PEs for

which the communication bandwidth, once allocated is in continuous use for the

periodic communication tasks being regular (periodic). The instantaneous allo-

cation of bandwidth for sporadic communication tasks is the desired mechanism.

The the IEEE 802.15.4 standard uses the TDMA for propagation of sporadic data

and poses a limit of two slots (a transmit and a receive slot) to nodes of the clus-

ters. In case where bandwidth is to be reactively allocated to a node for sporadic

communication task whereby bandwidth for periodic tasks is already allocated,

the IEEE 802.15.4 standard poses a problem. A solution to this problem has

been proposed in the form of Dynamic Inflation and Implicit Deflation (DIID)

algorithm. A control protocol for instantaneous sporadic bandwidth allocation

using DIID is one of the most important achievements of this work. The work is

published in [47].
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The cluster oriented topology of the WSN required by the IEEE 802.15.4 stan-

dard for real-time communication makes the data routing relatively easy due to

the hierarchical addressing scheme used by the IEEE 802.15.4 standard . However,

in order to make the overall system energy efficient, the control traffic is to be kept

energy efficient. This goal is achieved by some implicit communication bandwidth

allocation decisions. The proposal is also one of the contributions of this work.

A light weight routing scheme is proposed for the propagation of sporadic event

data across multiple hops using the IEEE 802.15.4 standard .

6.2 Dynamic Network Conditions

The WSN nodes are FFDs and RFDs which are limited in resources (processing

power, storage and battery). The limited resources present difficulty in taking

care of dynamism in such networks. The hard deadline oriented nature of real-

time makes the situation further complicated.

Limited processing power The WSN nodes are devices with limited process-

ing power. Due to this limitation, the on-line route calculation is difficult for the

sensor nodes. The hard deadline requirement of the hard real-time systems add

to this difficulty with the result that usually for the systems with wireless sensors

and supporting hard real-time data propagation requirements, routing is not done

dynamically and on-line. The result is the adaptation of cluster tree and the hier-

archical addressing in WSNs. With hierarchical addressing the route calculation is

simplified to a few instructions. The hierarchical addressing and next hop address

calculation have been described in Section 4.2.

Limited storage The storage capacity of FFDs and RFDs is limited only to

a few kilo bytes of RAM. There is insufficient capacity in RAM to store routes

calculated offline. In the absence of such routing information, the on-line rerouting

is not possible. The limited processing power also makes the table lookup difficult.
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The consequence of such limitations is that people are working on the combined

schemes of offline scheduling and on-line adaption of this schedule to benefit from

the small size of WSNs. The research for making use of such systems to solve

real-time problems, some compromises regarding the fact that high grade fail-safe

hardware, and reliable communication channels be used, must be made.

6.3 Future Work

Through the work described in this thesis, the IEEE 802.15.4 standard can be used

to propagate the SE data from one node of the WSN to another in the presence

of periodic schedule. Although an offline bandwidth schedule of a set of PEs and

SEs can be generated but still at the time of occurrence of the SEs, an acceptance

test might reject certain SEs. This is because the deadlines of these events are

too close. The time of occurrence is such that bandwidth schedule decided offline

cannot be adapted well in-time. As a result the guarantee of the deadline cannot

be given. Additionally, the time of bandwidth allocation depends on the request

of other sporadic events occurring in the network. To cope with such situations,

some events which, if accepted, could have met the deadline, might be rejected.

Further work in this respect is required to investigate and possibly improve the

on-line acceptance test. This might increase acceptance rate of sporadic events.

In order to make the system energy efficient, many implicit control decisions are

proposed. A bandwidth allocated for a sporadic propagation, is implicitly de-

allocated after a sporadic task uses the allocated bandwidth for the propagation

of the sporadic data. the system can be used for events which generate a smaller

amount of data which can be propagated in one transmission across one hop. For

larger amount of data, the association of a time-out with each volatile bandwidth

allocation must be investigated, so that the sporadic allocation for each hop can

be retained for certain repetitions of transmission. This will enable the system to
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also handle sporadic flows. Such a system will be useful for the multimedia com-

munication. In such a system, a sporadic data of a larger size can be propagated

in multiple periods.
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